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News

False r_
e porting
leads to arrest

Just horsing around

Fire alarms are a~in
ringing through the halls of
the residential colleges,
causing hysteria in residents
who fear the worst.
Seepage

2

Julie Wolfe,
staff writer, discusses the
apprehensive
atmosphere in
which residential college residents are currently living.
'

Seepage

5

CollegeLije
Catch a glimpse if this year's •
Homecoming Queen, learn
how to earn credit at the
Environmental Education
Conference and read one
student's opinion of "Crimes
of the Heart" inside.
Seepage

Danny VoweiVThe News

Lisa Cardwell, senior from Elkton, rides Racer I around the track after a touchdown at
Saturday afternoon's Homecoming game.

•

7

Binge drinking high among students

Sports
After going into halftime in
control of the game, the
Racers almost lost their
Homecoming game to
UT-Martin.
Seepage

10

Priddy update
According to a Vanderbilt
Medical Center
spokesperson, Michael Priddy was upgraded to fair condition over the weekend and
l•
discharged Wednesday afternoon to Lourdes
hospital in Paducah.

TheNews Online

For up-to-date information
of the Hester arson
investigation, check out our
evolving World Wide Web
page at
www.thenews.org.
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as binge drinkers.
•Alcohol: Drinking more found this study relevant.
"At
parties,
people
are
taking
Henry Wechsler, head of
than four beers at one
shots and doing keg stands, both studies, said, "' think frasitting qualifies one as a and that leads to binge drink- ternities are so mired in alcobinge drinker.
ing," Jamie Rich, junior from hol, they're so into it that they

BY LEEANN WILLETT
STAFF WIUTEI

More than half of college students who partake of alcoholic
beverages intend to get drunk,
according to a study released
by the Harvard School of Public Health.
The results were published
in the Journal of American
College Health and indicated
52 percent of students who consume alcohol drink in order to
get drUnk. This figure is compared to 39 percent in 1993.
The recent survey had 14,521
participants from 130 colleges
across the country. The survey
followed up on an analysis of
15,103 students conducted in
1993.
Some Murray State students

'

Memphis, Tenn., said.
Of the participants surveyed,
42.7 percent of students were
categorized as binge drinkers.
Binge drinking is classified as
four drinks in a row for women
and five drinks in a row for
men.
"If five drinks at one time is
considered binge ddnking, I'm
the king of the alcoholics," Alan
Baker, junior from Paducah,
said.
"As long·as people don't take
it to extremes, binge drinking
is a part of life for most college
students," Wendy Edwards,
.sophomore from Bardwell,
said.
According to the report,
Greeks were the biggest boozers. Four out of five fraternity
and sorority members qualified

Remaining students
retrieve be'longings
move on Saturday during a
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. black or
Fourth floor residents of from noon to 4 p.m .
Each student is allowed
Hester College may retrieve
two
individuals to assist in
all their personal belongings
from the building during item retrieval and will be
designated times this week- escorted by University personnel. Roommates are
end.
Students must call Hous- encouraged to schedule at
ing at 762-2310 to sign up for the same time.
Check-in is on the south
a four-hour block of time to
side
of the Hester lobby durget back into their rooms.
Residents in room 401 and ing the designated times.
rooms 414 through 424 m.ay Students must have room
move today from noon to 4 numbers and Social Security
p.m. unless there is a con- numbers available.
Students must move all of
flict. Students who have
class during this time must their belongings out during
make aiTangements to move the four-hour period and
should keep in mind the fl~
on Saturday.
Residents in rooms 402 is dirty and there is no air
through 412 may schedule to conditioning.
STAFf REPORT

Onllne:www.thenews.org
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"You know how you are
excited about something
ance policy implement- and feed into it without
ed throughout the
meaning to," DeWitt said.
University has resulted
He said he told a resident
in one student's arrest.
adviser that he received a
threatening fire phone can,
instead of saying it was a
BY CHRISTINE HALL
NEWS EDITOI
friend who called.
'
"It's really kind of silly
Jody Lee DeWitt, junior because I had good intenfrom Ekron, was arrested tions," he said.
and charged with falsely
Friday, Dewitt said he
reporting a fire in Regents was arrested for changing
College.
his story. ·
DeWitt, who lived in
He was taken to jail where
Regents, was taken to the his friends posted bond. The
Calloway County Jail and next day he was asked to
charged with a Class A mis- leave the residential college
demeanor, punishable by up or the University.
"I would never do anyto a year in jail and a fine of
thing
like this," DeWitt
up to $500.
He was released on a $500 said.
After
checking
into
bond.
After posting bond and DeWitt's story, all charges
being released from jail, were dropped and he was
DeWitt was forced to move allowed to move back into
out of the college. However, Regents College. However,
he said he did nothing he still has to appear in
court.
wrong.
"The cop and my lawyer
DeWitt said on the night
in question he received a said it would probably be
call from a friend saying thrown out of court," DeWitt
there was a rumor Regents said.
DeWitt would not comwas the next residential col·
lege to be set on fire .
Please see ARREST/13

•Arrest: The zero toler-

..

\
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can't give it up.~
Murray State Greeks disagree with' Wechsler's comments.
Michelle Martini, junior from
Memphis, Tenn., serves as
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority risk
management chairperson. This
office is responsible for enforcing the sorority's alcohol policy.
"I don't really agree with
that," Martini said. "Our sisters support each other. If you
don't drink, it's your personal
choice."
•At any events associated
with AOPi, including fraternity
philanthropic events, AOPis
must be oflegal drinking age to
drink," Martini said.
"Alpha Gamma Rho encour~
ages responsible and adult
behavior in its members,"

Something to think about. ..
Always do sober what you said you'd do drunk. That
will teach you to keep your mouth shut.
-Ernest Hemingway

I have taken more out of alcohol than alcohol has
taken out of me.
-Winston Churchhil

There are more old drunkards than old doctors.
-Benjamin Franklin

Extensive interviews show that not one alcoholic has
ever actually seen a pink elephant.
-Yale University, Center of Alcohol

Studies

Drunkedness is simply voluntary insanity.
- Seneca

The problem with the world is that everyone is a few
drinks behind.
-Humphrey Bogart
source: tezcat.com

Chris Yandell, president of
Alpha Gamma Rho Fraternity,
said. "We follow a rigid risk
management policy for the bettennent of our fraternity. This
policy is carried out strictly at
all social functions."
More students in the story

John Simanowitz/Tho News
reported they had not touched
a drop of alcohol iJ a year.
Nineteen percent revealed they
hadn't drank in a year, up from
15.6 percent in 1993.
The reasons more students
Plrase see DRINKING/13

Traveling evangelist forced
t~ leave University grounds
•Policy: Regulations on
SEE REU\TED STORY/2
campus speakers required
A passage in the student
an evangelist to rrz,ove off handbook was cited as justificampus and onto the
cation for requiring Brother
sidewalk along Chestnut John to leave.
It states, "Any registered
Street.

student organization, academic department or administraBY LEE RETZLAFF
tive unit in which students are
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
included may invite speakers
Brother John, a traveling of its choice to speak on camevangelist, drew a large, often pus."
angry, crowd of spectators by
Brother John, whose real
the foot bridge over Chestnut name is John Duncan, is not
Street Monday afternoon. supported by any student
However, University officials organization. He therefore has
soon made him leave Universi- no right to speak on campus,
Jim Saurer, director of Stuty property.
First Amendment questions dent Activities, said.
Duncan
disagrees.
He
soon arose concerning the decision to force Brother John off believes since Murray State is
campus. Some wonder if Mur- a public university, he can
ray State denied Brother John preach 'on its property. Despite
the handbook, Duncan knew
his constitutional rights.

where to find some loopholes.
"I decided to walk down to
the sidewalk, draw a crowd
and bring them in (the Curris
Center)," Duncan said.
The sidewalk along Chestnut Street is not MSU property, and out of the realm of University power. Inside the Curris Center, he is not considered
a public speaker, merely a participant in a discussion, and he
can speak with no regulation.
Othera were also concerned
with Duncan's civil liberties. A
campus minister phoned Baurer concerning Duncan . The
minister did not want to support him, but had questions
about the constitutionality of
limiting
Brother
John's
speech.
"(The minister) did feel we
Please sec EVANGELIST/13

;
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KAEE Conference
will be held at MSU
The 1998 Kentucky
Association for Environmental Education Conference will be friday through
Sunday at the Curris Center.
The conference will
Include hands-on sessions,
presentations and interactive discussions and is targeted to environmental
educators and teachers.
This year's speaker will
be Tom Bennett, commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources. He
will speak on the positive
economic impact of the
environment at the KAEE
banquet Saturday.
In conjunction with the
conference, MSU's Environmental
Education
group will celebrate its
25th anniversary. Anyone
who has been associated
with the center is invited
to attend the reception on
Friday.
For more information on
the conference phone
762-2747.

Restruct uring
C oalition meeting
The West Kentucky High
School
Restructuring
Coalition will meet Thursday at the Harry L Crisp
Regional Higher Education
Center In Paducah at 9:30
a.m.
The coalition is a gr?UP
of area high school principals, supervisors and
superinte-ndents working
to establish changes in the
region's high schools.
The speaker for the
meeting Is Johnny McDougal, West Kentucky outreach coordinator for the
Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority.
He will discuss the new
Kentucky
Educational
Excellence Scholarships.
The coalition will also consider possible future topics
at the meeting.
For more information
phone Emily Scott at 7622798.

WKMS broadcasts
political debat e
Murray State's public
radio station, 91.3 FM
WKMS, will broadcast a
debate between two congressmen running for the
U.S. Senate in Kentucky in
an effort to keep vote rs
aware of issues facing Kentuckians this fall.
The hour-long debate
will air this Sunday, fe.a turing Democrat Scotty
Baesler and Republican Jim
Bunning.
Coverage of this debate
will affect WKMS Sunday
night programming with
Winnie the Pooh and
Celtic Tapestry being preempted. Regular scheduled
programming ·will resume
on Oct. 18.
For more information
contact the station at 7624667.
Briefs compiled by Heather
Martin, staff writer.
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Blockhead

Brother John
brings conflict,
anger to campus
...Religion: Brother John Duncan, a traveling evangelist, yelled his views to students who walked by,
causing many students to be angry and for Brother
John to be thrown off c~mpus.
Bv

J. ROBERT BROWN

CONriiiUTING Wama

.

Dale Summers and Paul Tayler, employees of Bill Adams Construction, work o n the foundation
for the new sorority meeting rooms on Poplar Street T uesday afternoon.

SGA lends hand for relief
-8GA: Since the day of the

Hester fire, the Student
Government Association
has been involved in the
rel~ef effort.
BY GREG

STARK

STAff Warna

The Student Government
Association has been working
non-stop to help the residents
of the Hester fire by starting
fund raisers and other support
systems.
SGA has been involved with
help in the recovery from the
disaster since day one, SGA
President Todd Earwood said.
"The president (University
President Kern Alexander) was
nice enough to include me on
the meetings with the police, so
I could find out what was going

on," he said.
Earwood said he wanted to
help as much as he could, but
said he had to take a backseat
on some issues with the fire.
"With being SGA president, I
try1 to be proactive in helping
out," he said. "Sometimes you
have to be reactive because the
police are in charge of the
investigation."
· Earwood said the organization is receiving money every
day from donors to help out victims of the Hester fire.
"We are still receiving money
from people every day," he
said. ~We just talked to housing the other day to find out
how much money we will need.
Unfortunately, we don't have
the answers yet."
SGA is one of many ~rganiza
tions helping out, EarwooCI
said.

"The Student Government
isn't the only organization
working here," he said. "We've
had over 40 organizations helping out. It's been real encouraging to see students helping
each other out. We're trying to
help the students out, trying to
let the students know they are
not alone."
Since the fire, Earwood and
Alexander have had conversations daily, by fax or phone.
"We have talked daily," Earwood said. "He sends me faxes
daily with all the latest information. We have meetings
(phone calls, faxes) constantly.
He's been kind enough to keep
me involved. It's been pretty
hard to do. At first, there was a
lot of fear. Now it's a lot of concern. Many people want questions answered."

RA job description changes again
STAFF REPORT

With Homecoming weekend
out of the way, safety precautions in the residential colleges have been reevaluated,
Don Robertson, vice president
of Student Affairs, said.
Two residential advisers, as
always, will be on-call during
the week. On weekends from
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. until
Sunday at 8 a .m., three RAs
will be on-call. Four residential directors will also be oncall on weekends.The prior

policy was that three-fourths
of the RAs would be on-call on
weekends.
RAs will receive an additional five hours per week in compensation plus $50 on declining balance.
Robertson said he knew
housing is operating at a high
level, but wants to maintain
the current security presence
in the colleges.
The University is trying to
make students feel safe,
Robertson said. The University has revamped security,

including increasing 'the presence of the Murray City Police,
University Police ~d Racer
Patrol, as well as the extra
RDs and RAs in the buildings.
These new stipulations will
remain in effect until the end
of October or until the Hester
arsonist is apprehended,
Robertson said. After October,
the safety situation in the colleges will again be addressed
and modified accordingly. The
housing budget will absorb the
additional expenditures.

Brother John Duncan of Campus Ministries, U.S.A pve a
series of fiery sermons Monday in a variety of campus locales,
drawing a strong reaction from many students.
Duncan began speaking outside of the Curris Center's west
entrance and quickly gathered a crowd. Hia message about
the damning qualities of rock music, premarital sex, use of
tobacco and alcohol and the integrity of the Greek system
made many students irate.
Particularly inflammatory to many students were hia statements that such figures as 'Marilyn Monroe, Jimi Hendrix
and Mother Theresa were all waiting for sinners in hell.
CallS made by Racer Patrol to the office of Jim Baurer,
director of the Curris Center, prompted Baurer to req\l81t
Duncan relocate to the Curris Center lounge. Baurer cited a
regulation preventing speakers from speaking on the Murray
State campus without the sponsorship of. a campus organization.
"As a taxpayer, I feel this is unconstitutional," Duncan said.
"This is a public university:
Rather than move to the inside of the Currie Center, Duncan and his wife Ellen took their ministry to the sidewalk
west of Clark eou.,. As a crowd gathered from the aouth
end of tlie foat bridge to the lawn near Clar~ Duncan struggled to make his voice heard over the calla of hecklers in the
lawn and the roar of engines and drive-by hecklers behind.
Again, Duncan's «tire and brimstone" speeches drew an
emotional response ftom .some students, who crowded near
Duncan as two campus police officers stood by.
As the sermon and the comments gi'ew more heated, freshman Jeremie Cross, of Lexington, had comments of his own.
"He's a bigot," he said. "He's probably going to ~t hurt. He's
sayjng that no matter what, you're going to hell. Mob mentality will soon take over!'
Other atuclents questio~ the inflammatory uture of
Duncan's preaching.
'!The way he's preaching, he shouldn't be preaching that
way," .sophomore Zach Banker, of Winchester said. "He
shouldn~ be preaching the wrath of God, he should be teaching the love. If he would actually use compassion, he might
reach someone.•
Banker is a member of the Baptist Student Union.
As Duncan later relocated to the Curria Center lounge, a
small cadre of hecklers followed, many shouting phrases of
scripture. Duncan sang songs loudly as shouts flew from the
crowd.
In response to one angry comment, Duncan said, "He11
damn every single one ofyou_."
Some students were irritated the Duncans had· achieved
their: goals.
"All we're doing is giving them an outlet to say what they
want," Leslie Hammonds, freshman from MadisonviJJe, said.
Others felt perhaps his person had out-voiced his message.
"The only thing he has made me look at and evaluate is
him," Mathew Fletcher, freshman from Paducah, said.

False fire alarms panic resideiltial colleges
ronmental Safety and Health sets up a
of these alarms as well.
•Fire: Recent false fire alarms sophomore from Paducah, said.
Orr
was
visiting
a
friend
who
was
a
Residential
college
residents
also
paid
display
each year, but this year's dis·
cause hysteria among the resiHart resident. He was a resident of Hes- more than usual attention to the sound play was a little different.
dents of the residential colleges.
ter College before being displaced by the of sirens. Students from other colleges
"People seemed a lot more interested
fatal fire there Sept. 18. That fire killed
,
Michael
Minger, sophomore from
BYSHELLEY STREET
Niceville, Fla.
CHIEF COI'Y EDITOR
The initial panic at Hart Wednesday
A false fire alarm at Hart College in was worse than that at Hester the night
the early morning hours Wednesday of the fire, Orr said.
"I heard gir1s saying 'Oh my God! Oh
badly frightened students already on
my God! Get out of the building!' " Orr
edge.
"We saw some panic when we got said.
Mandy Lowery, junior from Metropohere," Jackie Hoke, a frrefighte:r: on the
lis,
Ill., lives on the seventh floor of
scene, said.
Hart.
Public Safety Director Joe Green said
"They (residents) were all beating on
a call was received from the front desk
· our doors, screaming because they
of Hart College at 12:23 a.m. A resident
thought there was really a fire," she
had reported a smoke odor on the fourth
said. "People were running around tryfloor stairwell. The Murray Fire Depart- ing to find people. The RAs were going
ment was immediately advised.
crazy."
"We had officers in the building withLowery said she already h ad plans to
in 30 seconds," he said.
move out of her residential college room,
The smoke was caused by timber but fears of fire have given her renewed
burning at a construction site across urgency.
Highway 121, behind Wal-Mart. A
"It's just a long walk down those
strong wind blew the odor toward cam- stairs, especially if there was a fire," she
said.
pus, Green said.
The false alarm at Hart wasn't the
A second floor resident smelled the
only
one this week, however.
smoke and pulled the fire alarm, fearing
alarms also soundedlat Regents
False
a building fire, he said.
That's when many residents became College Monday night, and twice at
Franklin College Tuesday. Because of a
hysterical.
"Girls were running down the hall, change in University policy, the Murray
screaming, crying," Terrence Orr, Fire Department responded to all three

perused the scenes of fire trucks and
ambulances, many times while in their
pajamas.
Melissa Naeger, a Clark College residential adviser, said many of her residents have told her they "wish it all
would just quit• and "want to get past
it."
That seems to be the general sentiment on campus.
"They've done it like four times in two
days, and they've had so many security
people and everything," Lowery said.
Nichole Barnes, sophomore from Paducah, walked by the scene at Hart
Wednesday to look for a friend.
"It gets a little nerve-wracking when
you see firefighters out here three times
a day," she said.
Barnes thinks an end to the tension
will come when the Hester arsonist is
arrested.
"Nobody's going to be at ease until
whoever set the Hester fire's been
caught, I think," she said.
Some people are attacking panic
through education.
Karen Eddins, graduate student from
Frankfort, sat at a booth in the Curris
Center behind a display of i\ems for
National Fire Prevention Week.
Eddins said the Department of Envi-

and with good reason," she said. "We've
given out a lot more information."
Eddins said some professors brought
classes to the Curris Center to watch a
new video on evacuation from high-rise
buildings. Some RAs have already
aske'll for copies of the tape.
Eddins said one sign of residents taking more of an interest is the reporting
of overcharged fire extinguishers.
"We've had alJ kinds of reporting
extinguishers that were overcharged,"
she said. "We've been pulling them and
putting them back and flXing them."
The National Fire Prevention Week
booth will continue to be present from 8
a.m. to 12 p.m. today in the Curris Center.
Despite fire education efforts, residential college residents are still seared,
however.
"It's all finally calming down a little
bit, but I think it's all in the backs of
everybody's minds," Naeger said.
She feels residents are on edge and
she can't blame them. She is, too.
Some fears are much more immediate
than others, however. One example is
that of Barnes.
"I was afraid to go to sleep las t night,"
she said. "Hey, what if we're next and I
don't wake up?"

It
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MSU adds new classes to catalog
•Scheduling: MSU will
add a number of new
courses to its new catalog,
but getting them approved
is not easy.
BY VENIA .lARA
CONTRIBUTING WRJTflt

The process of approving a
new course for the Murray
State catalog is not easy.
Many courses are added, aa
well as deleted or modified, in
each new edition which comes
out every two years.
First, the individual depart.:.
ment has to propose a new
class, develop a complete syllabus and have it approved by
the department curriculum
committee and the department
chair.

The undergraduate or graduate studies committee, depending on the course, has to
approve it also. The class then
reaches the acaderrric council
where the course has to be
approved twice, first by the
council and then by the
provost.
Marlene Campbell, chairperson of the department of computer science ~nd information
systems and the undergraduate studies committee, said it is
the acaderrric council who keeps
the curriculum current.
Each individual committee
meets twice a month. New
classes are approved for both
terms of every year.
"Approving new classes also
involves changing the program
and graduation requirements
sometimes," Oliver Muscio,
chairperson of the graduate

Some courses also have to
studies committee, said.
Muscio is in charge of the change, like classes dealing
committee which proposes new .with technology because techgraduate and 500-level classes. nology changes so fast."
"We are adding more 500Campbell said the University
level classes which are for both is offering three new classes
UJ\dergraduate and graduate from her department next
stUdents," he said. "In these semester, TSM, Telecommuniclasses, there are additional cations System Management
expectations for the graduate 099, TSM 120, Introduction to
students which should be sig- Telecommunications and CSC
nificant differences."
125, Web and Internet TechMuscio said the committee nologies.
was planning on adding more
If a new professor with spe·
500-level classes to the curricu- cific skills or fields of expertise
comes to teach at the Universilum.
There are also experimental ty, 'a class taught by this faculcourses, or those offered only ty member could be offered.
"There are also courses on
one semester. They have an
asterisk beside the entry num- special topics offered by indiber in the bulletin of classes.
vidu~l departments where the
"Brand new regular courses student designs his or her own
are usually electives," Camp- class content and is guided by a
bell said. "Then they become a faculty membet of the departrequirement if they need to. ment," Campbell said.

MCC offers transition to college life
•MCC: After 32 years of
being recognized by the
state of Kentucky, Murray
Community College opens
its doors.
BY D ONALD lAWSON
AsSISTANT NEWS EDI TOR

· Since 1966, Murray State has
been authorized to offer a community college program. However, it was not until this year
that the program was activated.
Murray Community College
is unlike most community colleges. Instead of giving stu·
·dents two years to earn a
degree or prepare for the last
two years of their college
career, it acts as a transition
into college life and helps students ·lacking in certain areas.

Doris Cella, directot of MCC,
said the reason the community
college was activated was to
maintain MSU's policy of being
an open-admissions university.
"We're going to be openadmission to anyone who qualifies for instate tuition," Cella
said.
"For example, we have a
number of students in community college at the moment who
are from Henry County, Tenn.,
and the Paris, Tenn., area.
"We've always served these
students," she said. "Starting
last fall, a task force was
assembled for the purpose of
developing something that
would be unique. More particularly, to address their (MCC
students) needs. To that end,
we brainstormed some possibil·
ities and eventually decided to
try an integrated curriculum.

We're using Learning Center
instructors to teach the course
work."
Cella said MCC is combining
f
a new English 095 course. a
Reading 095 course and a Communication 161 course.
This seven hour block of
clas~s will be integrated in
that material being covered in
the English, class will be
adapted to items covered in the
reading class and so on.
"We also agreed in the task
force that it was i~portant for
these students to have a great
deal of personal attention,"
Cella said.
"We're keeping classes as
small as we can 'and they have
access to our computer lab,"
she said. "We have them in it at
least once a week. And then we
have tutoring just for them."
The tutoring program is done

using Regents scholars. These
stud~nts are scholarship students that are required to work
five hours a week in service to
the University.
Along with the block of classes, MCC students also take
Freshman Year Experience,
Freshman Orientation and one
or two entry-level associate·
degree courses. An MCC student is limited to take only 15
to 16 hours to prevent a student from being bogged down.
"We are doing everything we
can think of to help these stu·
dents be successful and I think
it's working," Cella said
Murray Community College
is located in the Lowry Center.
For more · information on
adrrrission or classes o,ffered by
MCC, contact Doris Cella at
762-2666.

PoliceBeat
Oct. 1, 1998
12:24 a.m. A female student was transported to Murray·Calloway County Hospital by ambulance after experiencing a seizure in Elizabeth College.
2:17a.m. A washing machine belt was smoking in Regents College.
10:10 a.m. A citation was issued to Andrew Y. McKee for disregarding a
stop sign.
3:44 p.m. A small child pulled the fire alarm in the Special Education
Building.
6:36 p.m. There was a complaint on skateboarders near the Fine Arts
Building and Ordway Hall.
8:52 p.m. There was a complaint on skateboarders near the Industry and
Technology Building.
Oct. 2, 1998
.
3:15p.m. A citation was issued to Roman H. Lupi for disregarding a stop
sign.
3:55 p.m. A citation was issued to Rush Trowel IV for disregarding a stop
sign and having no insurance.
Oct. 3,1998
6:07 p.m. Jason M. Spenster reported the theft of $40 from his room In
Regents College.
7:40p.m. A resident of 612 College Courts ran into a glass door cutting
herself. She was treated at Murrey-Calloway County Hospital and
released.
8:16p.m. The Murray Ffre Department was dispatched to Carr Health for
a fire alarm.
10:15 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to the south side of the Curris
Center for a person having a seizure. The person refused medical treatment.
11 :11 p.m. Hugh Wallace reported his vehicle vandaliz~d while parked
near White College. The side mirror was damaged and the antenna was
broken.
Oct. 4, 1998
•
1:01 a.m. Brent Vaughn was arrested for alcohol intoxication and resisting arrest at Hart College. He was lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center.
1 :28 a.m. There was a report of a fight in the Curris Center parking lot.
3:43 a.m. There was a false alarm in Sparks Hall.
8:2f p.m. There was an auto accident in the College Courts area. No
inj~ries were reported.
Oct. 5, 1998
2:30 p.m. There were complaints on a preacher on the sidewalk near the
Chestnut Street overpass. A large crowd had gathered.
11 :25 p.m. A citation was Issued to Larry A. Wurth for disregarding a stop
sign, operating a vehicle on a.suspended license and no registration.
11:27 p.m. The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to Regents Col·
lege for a false fire alarm.
Oct. 6,1998
7:44 a.m. Franklin College reported a fire alarm. No fire was found.
11 :36 a.m. Sparks Hall reported a fire alarm. No fire was found.
4:07 p.m. There was an auto accident behind the Applied Science Build·
ing. No injuries were reported.
6:33 p.m. Franklin College reported a fire alarm. Someone dropped a clg·
arette on carpet and it burned a dime-size hole.
8:23 p.m. A vehicle was leaking gasoline on Gilbert Graves Circle.
8:43 p.m. Public Safety advised Jody DeWitt was allowed in Regents College following an appeal hearing.
Motorist Assists - 6
Racer Escorts • 32
Information tor Police Beat gathered and compiled by Christine Hall. news
editor, from materials available from the Public Safety offiCe.
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most powerful computer systems
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How safe do you feel in

the residential colleges?

Name: Nicole
Layman

Major: History
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Webster Co.

"I feel that my
life.is very
much in danger."

Paranoid is one word to describe this
campus. It all started with the Hester
fire, and it hasn't stopped since.
In the past week, several fire alarms
have sounded, fire trucks have
appeared on campus and calls have
been made reporting fires that are not
happening. Students are scared to
sleep at night, they smell smoke from
miles away and they fear their resi~
dential colleges are next because of
fires that are not happening.
Paranoia is a regular feeling among
students who have been exposed to
tragedies, but other students and
Murray State are not helping the situation. With the increase in security,
the recent lockdowns of the residential

THi.

Hometown:
Cinncinnati, Ohio

"Not very.
They don't lock the doors anymore and you don't know who
is entering the building."

Issue: Paranoia is building
throughout t his cam pus.
Position: Murray State and
it s students need t o put
the Hester fire behind
them and relax.
colleges and the pulling of false
alarms, students are beginning to
panic and worry there may be another
fire.
Although Murray State does need to
take security precautions, there is no

need to question every person who
walks through the doors of the residential colleges. Many students have
been questioned by security and this
only adds to the paranoia.
The tragedy is still in all of our
minds, but it was almost certainly a·
one-time occurrence. There have been
no other fires on this campus since the
Hester fire. Students need to take a
deep breath and realize they are safe
in their residential colleges. Added
security and frantic students only add
to the chaos. Students begin to smell
smoke outside, so they pull a frre
alarm. This is not how it should hap·
pen. If a student sees smoke or it is
obvious there is a fire, then they can
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proceed with pulling the alarm, but
the false alarms need to stop.
Pulling fire alarms is a very serious
thing. The residential colleges are trying to push fire prevention and training for what to do in case of a fire, and
if many more false fire alarms are
pulled, students are going to begin to
start ignoring them again. It's like the
story about the boy who cried wolf too
many times.
We aU understand the scared and
uneasy feelings we may feel when
looking at Hester, but it is over. One
day the arsonist will be caught and
everyone will be able to relax. Maybe
then students can feel like Murray
State is their home again.
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Nelson

Major:·Math
Year: junior
Hometown:
Princeton

"I feel pretty
safe. I lived in
Hester, and I think it was an
isolated Incident."

Name: Teresa
Powell

Major: Health
Education
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Providence

"I don't feel safe
at all. All the precautions
aren't really helping the situation."
Name: Amberly
Wallis

Major:

Organiza~

tional
Communication
Year: Senior

Hometown:
Hopkinsville

"With all of the security I feel
safe, but if there was a fire in
Elizabeth I would be scared."
Heather M artin/Staff
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YourVietvs
Murray State stu- Board of Regents and the
dents and administra· previous owners, not the Fine
Arts Department, not MSU
tion deserve thanks
TV~ll, and certainly not

To the Editor:
The Campus Activities
Board would like to thank
Murray State University for
its participation in our Homecoming festivities. With it~
support and contribution this
made our Homecoming
another success. It is the University's continued support
that enables us to continue
our Homecoming tradition.

Shelly Gary.
Gary said Friday, according
to The News, that she and
other TV-11 students were
under the impression the station was a gift to them. I can
assure everyone at TV~ll
that in all the time I worked
there during the transition,
that was never the intention.
The station, which had a
large price tag attached to it
when a group of private indiEmily Forbes
viduals tried to buy it, was
1998 Homecoming Chair
handed over virtually free of
charge to the University.
For those of you who would
Health Services wish
continue
to pollute the future
Hester residents well
of
WQTV
and its dedicated
To the Editor:
employees
(there are still
The staff at lfealth Services
three people there who
wishes to extend its sympastayed through it all), I would
thy and concern for all of the
ask you to keep yo\lr "hurt
students who reside in Hester
feelings" to yourself and
College. We want you to know
remember that the real victhat we are here for you if
tims here are the other seventhere is any way we can help teen people who watched
in your time of need.
their jobs sink down the
We deeply regret the loss of
tubes.
Michael Minger and the
injuries to Michael Priddy. Dennis Beard
We want to express our sin- Murray
cere sympathy to their families and friends.
Disgust felt after
Roberta Garfield
Director of Health Services

Student has con cern
about TV-11 jobs
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to
Friday's article about the loss
ofTV~ll student jobs because
of the recent "acquisition" of
WQTV. I am tired of reading
about everyone else's "hurt
feelings" over this deal when
no one has ever considered
. the impact on the 20-some
people who worked there
when they found out they
were losing their jobs because
ofthe deal.,
Everyone is eager with
their own ideas about how
WQTV should be managed
and who should do the managing, and that's understandable, all people with opinions
put work into the acquisition,
right?
Wrong. The only people
who were ever really involved
were the members of the

hearing w ords from
Br other J ohn
To the Editor:
I have a few things to say
concerning the appearance of
Brother John, the loud, abrasive and all-condemning man
who terrorized the campus
Monday.
I believe that by daznning
to hell students on the way to
class for so-called sins ranging from smoking to listening
to the Doors to being
Catholic, Brother John has
done more hateful work than
a full host of devils: He has no
doubt left an indelible
impression on dozens of students' minds that Christians
are hateful, unforgiving and,
worst of all, illiterate about
their own holy writings.
Brother John certainly hasn't
read more than the title page
of whatever Bible he thumps.
What he was screaming is
certainly not Jesus' message.
I don't know how Brother
John and others like him continue to gain access to the
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Subjects
too hot
for talk
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Locklear
Major: English
Education
Year: Senior

October 9, 1998

Waves of paranoia hit several students

WIT~

Name: Maria

The Murray State News

Murray State campus. The
University is a place that is
supposed to promote rational
discourse,
not
hateful
rhetoric. .If Brother John was
invited by a group on campus,
that group needs to step forward and identify itself, taking full responsibility for further hurting a campus that
has already suffered enough
hellfite and damnation for
one semester.
Randell Lee Wolff
English instructor

Faculty
handbook
cou ld p rovid e valid
information
To the Editor:
Shared governance, more
precisely the lack of shared
governance, can easily be
identified as one of the chief
concerns of faculty at Murray
State. For many of us, it could
even rival low salaries and
changes in health care. A university should not be a simple
corporate structure. A university's strength relies on
the dialogue among all elements of the community, on
the blending of the various
interests to produce sound
policy that can be supported
by all. This letter is to point
out that there is a document
that details shared governance agreements between
faculty and administration at
Murray State. It is called the
Faculty Handbook .
While it is not an ideal document, the Handbook represents the formal agreement of
faculty and administration on
many shared governance
issues. Further, the governing board of the University,
the Board of Regents, has
endorsed these agreements.
There are specified policies
and procedures regarding
tenure, promotion, leave and
sabbatical,
employment
searches and the orginization, procedures and purview
of standing committees.
While some policies spelled
out definitely need improvement, at least from a faculty
perspective, many existing
policies do promote fairness,
social justice, and shared governance.
Whether out of ignorance,
apathy or outright hostility

toward shared governance,
the numerous end-runs
around established procedures are affecting morale,
governance structures and
the educational process itself.
In response, the Faculty Senate's Handbook and Personnel Committee, of which I am
chair, is newly determined to
hold administrators and the
standing committees of this
university to the existing
'policies ofthe Handbook .
AB a beginning, I urge all
faculty and administrators to
take the document off the
dusty shelf. Familiarize yourself with the stated policies of
direct concern to you and
bring to the Handbook and
Personnel Committee's attention any violation of 'the
shared governance process or
suggestions for improving
that process. Thank you for
your attention.
Frank Elwell, Chair
Handbook Committee
MSU Faculty Senate

Stud ent upset with
Public Safety funds
To the Editor:
I would like to comment on
the topic of Public Safety and
the money. I did the math
and figured that if 7,500 people bought pennits, that is a
total of $300,000 a year, not
including parking violations.
Where is all this money
going?
There is a problem with
parking and I am only there
two days a week. I have to be
in Murray at least 20 minutes early to get a parking
space that is only OK. I
think
Public Safety is
padding its pockets after
doubling its income. We
could be using this money to
protect the lives of those in
inadequate dorms with
insufficient sprinkler systems. We have to get a grant
from the state to do that! It
is terrible they can be funded now that someone has
been seriously injured and
another lost his life. It is sad
to think that is what it took
to get the money to make the
campus a safer place to live!
William Toombs, commuter
Dover, Tenn.

I enjoy talking about controversial issues. I like discussing
them .in class, with my family,
with my friends and even with
complete strangers. I like to
hear others' views on subjects
and their .reasoning for the way
they believe, but I don't like it
when people try to change my
views.
Topics such as religion, sexuality, abortion and politics are
what I'm talking about. I like
to call them "hot topics." Listening to others' views on these
topics help a person, or at least
for myself, grow and learn, and
I find that refreshing.
Although I enjoy having these
conversations, I find myself not
wanting to talk about them
more and more each day
because people cannot discuss
anymore. They simply try to
shove their views down my
throat.
Let's take an example that
just recently happened on campus that made me very upset.
Good ole Brother John came for
a visit. I was sitting on campus
in front of. the Curris Center
enjoying my "after lunch" ciga-.
rette when I was told l was
going to go to hell because I
smoked and because I was a
sorority girl. This put a huge
damper on my cigarette break.
Yes, I agree Brother John
has the right to share his opinion on religion with others, but
I feel that him standing in the
middle of campus, forcing
everyone within earshot to
hear is wrong. It's called shoving your opinion down someone's throat.
I particularly do not think
Brother John'$ way is the way
God intended the gospel to be
taught, but as I said before, he
does have the right, but I feel
people tend to take their rights
a little too far. In a society such
as this, people can't just go up
and say things like "You're
going to hell" to complete
strangers.
I believe abortion should be
legal, I'm Baptist and I'm also
a Democrat, but these aren't
decisions that were made like
when I chose a sorority. These
are values and beliefs I have
been taught or have learned
'
throughout
my life. People cannot address topics such as
these like it's everyday conversation. "Hot topics" hit too close
to home.
So, in closing, I would just
like to say people need to think
before they open their mouths.
And people should also think
about that old saying, there's a
time and place for everything.

OPED
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Faculty, staff need efficient
Recent information about changes in
Murray State's healthcare plan is very
In My
unsettling. According to the Murray
()jJiJli01l
Ledger & Times, reporter David
Ramey (Sept. 23, p.1) and the MSU
interdepartmental newsletter PersonTERRY
Ml Matters 2 for September, faculty
STRIETER
and staff monthly health care costs,
beginning in January, will increase
from $16 to $268 depending on the
plan selected by the employee.
None of the faculty and staff will the $16 to $80 Option 200 Standard
escape these new costs, even those who PPO divided by four.) Faculty who
choose to opt out of the program for received ·a four percent raise for the
they will have to find healthcare plans academic year 1998-99 will, on averof their own or go uninsured, a risky age, realize a 2.4 percent increase in
program in today's high cost environ- their income after the new healthcare
ment.
expenses are taken into account.
AP, best as I can tell, the average cost Should faculty choose a more expenfor the lowest cost plan will be about sive option they could realize no
$46 per month ( thi~ is the median of increase in real income after inflation.

Staff will receive even smaller increases in real wages. The best staff can
hope for is to break even under the
new healthcare plan.
President Kern Alexander and Sid
Easley, chair of the Board of Regents,
have assured us through a "safe,
h~ess" process no employee of MSU
will see a drop in real income after
inflation from last year. However, this
promise does not take into account two
vital factors of long-term significance:
inflation, which some estimates put at
close to two percent last year, a figure
likely to continue at about that level
next year and, perhaps more important, the pledge appears to be a one
year only promise.
In these years of a thriving U.S.
economy, MSU faculty and staff
incomes ought to be catching up with

Fear of fire remains
Ladybug, ladybug, fly away
home. Your house is on fire and
your children are home alone.
This poem, reminiscent of our
childhood years, has been quite
prevalent lately on Murray
State's campus. Following the
Hester fires , mass hysteria has
erupted on our normally calm
campus.
I have heard many stories
relating to this paranoia on
campus. One of these relates to
, a certain Hart College resident
packing the majority of her
belongings and taking all her
pictures of family and friends
off the walls, and storing all of
this in her car and at a friend's
apartment.
Another example of the chaos
on campus is the Homecoming
bonfire, oh wait, I mean the
Homecoming non-fire. The seventh annual Homecoming
"Bon" was fireless because of
the fear of the pyromaniac getting a thrill from the .flames.
Murray State sacrificed a longtime tradition because of the
recent anxiety.
Students are afraid to leave
belongs unattended in the residential colleges. I has this overwhelming fear that her childhood teddy bear will go up in
flames in our lovely residential
college. Every time we leave
Richmond, "Teddy" either goes
with us or he has a babysitter.
It's almost to the point where
"Teddy" is going to attend
classes with his little button

In My
Opinion
)ULIE W OLFE

Dreams could possibly
determine our futureS
I don't have normal dreams. Ever since I was
fourteen years old I have been plagued with
reoccurring dreams, nightmares or just plain
strange dreams that make me wake up the
next day saying, "What was that?" So, ever
since, I have been doing a lot of reading on
what dreams are and what some of them
might mean. In doing this amateur research,!
have come across some things I just don't
believe.
Why says people dream in black and white?
Has anyone ever known anyone who dreams
in black and white? When I dream it is in full ,
vivid, beautiful color, more beautiful than any
other I've ever seen.
Also, many dream books follow the Freudian
theories of everything revolving around sex. I
don't connect how my dreaming of being raped
can mean I am sexually frustrated.
And I don't believe the myth about the
"falling dream." The idea is that if a person is
falling in a dream, when they hit the ground
they will, in reality, have a heart attack from
the shock of impact.
I have only had the falling dream twice.
More often I have this dream where I am spinning uncontrollably and wake up gripping the
sides of my bed to stop.the spin.
Many peopl~ do not believe in dream inter- .
pretation. I don't think they are completely
right. However, right or wrong, I think dream
interpretation can help people. I think it
brings clarity to the uncontrollable unconsciousness. When someone has a dream about
something they do not understand, these
books give peace of mind. But I cannot write
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off everything they say as untrue.
I like the idea that people could possess the
psychic energy to foretell some of the future in
their dreams. I'm not saying every dream that a
person has can tell the future, but there are
some dreams that arc so vivid I cannot say they
are merely figments of my imagination.
A person can tell the difference between an
ordinary dream and a powerful one. I'm sure I
am not the only person who has dreams so vivid
they seem real, although they are not, where
the dream is not as if you are watching a movie,
but that you are living the dream, where you
can feel what you are touching, where you can
taste what you are drinking, where you can
smell things, where you talk to people and hear
what you are saying and it is in your own voice.
No one can tell me this means nothing.
rm not saying for sure they do mean something. I would just like to have some sort of hope
these unexplained visions have a least a tiny bit
ofmagic within them.
Brandi Williams is the College Life Editor for
The Murray State News.

cent. The arbitrary cap of $3.2 million
that Alexander and Easley have
placed on the university contribution
to healthcare could be enlarged without seriously damaging the $100 million budget of MSU.
MACE-AFT'believes the AlexanderEasley team is not giving faculty and
staff a fair shake on either healthcare
or wages. This administration needs to
reorient its priorities. We hear plenty
of promises but see little true commitment. MSU employees are the heart
and soul of this university. It is the
faculty and staff that give MSU its
well-deserved renown. Faculty and
staff should not be punished for working at Murray State University.
Terry Strieter is a professor in the his·
tory department and tlu! MACE chair.
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freshmen feel, since this is
their first year of college and
for most their first time really
away from home. Now they
worry if they will still have a
home if this person isn't
caught. If this year had been
my first experience at Murray
State, rm not sure I would still
be here. Students have enough
stress to handle just between
class and activities. They don't
need this worry, too.
Students now stand watch in
the halls at night so they don't
have to fear for their safety.
Police patrol the halls of the
residential colleges at regular
intervals; a policeman has now
seen me in my pajamas. Sometimes all of this doesn't even
seem real. It's not something
any of us could have ever imagined happening on this ·peace- ., ,
ful campus.
I worry that people will give
up on Murray State and all it
has to offer. It would be a
shame if whoever started the
fire at Hester caused this
much damage to the University and to the mental well
being of its students and got
away with it. Hopefully the
arsonist will soon be arrested
and we can start to heal. It
would be nice to hear a siren
again and not feel the total
panic we have been feeling
lately.

eyes and plastic nose sticking
out of her backpack.
The fear just keeps building
with every day the arsonist
goes unapprehended. Monday
night when Regents College
had a malfunction in its fire
safety equipment, hundreds of
students from all over campus
ran outside to investigate the
situation. When the fire trucks
stopped at Hart on Tuesday,
we all ran over or heard about
it form friends. Classes come to
a halt every time sirens are
heard anywhere near campus;
even professors have been on
edge. Students wonder if this
one is the real fire, if the arsonist has struck again.
It's great that the fire department has had such quick reaction time to every false ala.rm
on campus, but every time students hear those trucks coming
it makes our hearts race. We
run for a look out the windows
to see which building they will
stop at this time and hope it
just another false alarm.
Julie Wolfe is a staff writer for
I can't even imagine how the The Murray State News.

benchmark institutions and neighboring states' income levels, not limping
along close to the rate of inflation.
When t he economy finally does a
downturn, we will immediately heac
the old refrain that salaries cannot be
set beyond the minimum because the
Commonwealth of Kentucky has
empty coffers. In many colleges of
MSU, our salaries are approximately
10 to 15 percent below benchmark
institutions. If we do not do some
catching up now, during an era of prosperity, we never wili.
Our healthcare expenses will continue to rise and more and more of these
costs are going to be passed on to the
faculty and staff. The administration's
own Mercer Report notes that over the
next five years health care costs are
likely to raise by as much as 56 per-
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Heroes live next door
To you, who is a hero? Is it
someone who shines in the
spotlight only for a moment or
someone who's entire life is a
witness of truth?
I recently saw a movie that
addressed this very question.
Simon. Birch, which is inspired
by John Irving's "A Prayer for
Owen Meany," ilJustrates how
a young boy, Simon, has faith
enough to believe that God
made him smaller than the rest
of the kids for a reason. He
believes he is an instrument of
God and will be a hero.
His best friend, Joe, asked
him how he would be a hero.
Simon said, "I have faith." Joe
told Simon that he had faith,
too, he just wanted proof to
back it up. Simon reminded
him that having faith was not
needing proof.
That's how Simon lived his
life, knowing God had a purpose for him. Rebecca, Joe's
mother and the most beautiful
and kind woman Simon knew,
was one of the few who saw the
innocence and strength Simon
offered in his pure faith. And
what she saw was an encouragement to her and illustrated
a perfect example of having
child-like faith.
As a reflection on the events
in his life, an older Joe said,
"You are never prepared for the
moment that changes your
life."
There is so much truth in
that. For Joe, Simon helped

In My
Opi11i011
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the direction that I do, make
the decisions I do and have the
relationships I have. This is a
personal process of absorbing
what you deem to be important
and putting it to practice in
life.
In Simon Birch, Joe questions the explanation of things.
He told Simon, "Stop trying to
make sense of it all. You can't."
Simon knew, however, in his
heart there was no reason to
'doubt God's plan.
A hero is that person who
influences you, shapes you,
loves you despite what everyone else thinks and knows
about you. Being a hero is a
lifestyle, not merely a moment,
but a collection of moments. I
do not know when my life will
change, but I do know for cer. tain those ·involved will be
heroes.
I have faith to believe God
will use me, as an instrument
like Simon would say, to better
the life of someone else. 1 am
willing to be a "Simon" in some- '
one's life and I will be aware
and grateful of the person whoportrays his character in my
life.
Will you allow yourself to
affect someone like that? All it
requires is faith to know everything is working together to .
fulfill a marvelous plan.

him discover where he came
from and secure where he was
going. AB be said in the movie,
"Simon Birch is the reason that
I believe in God."
This was a lesson to me. I
thought about the friendships
that have affected who I am
and realized everyone I meet is
introduced into my life for a
reason. Walking across campus, I pass people I know well
and others that are only other
students. I sit in class and
carry on conversations with the
people sitting around me.
These events seem insignificant now, but one day will I
look back on them and think to
myself, "Why didn't I realize all
the details from that moment?"
Just like Joe said, we just are
not prepared. But we should
know there is a reason for
everything. Lots of moments
and events make up a process
that changes us in the end.
Simon knew he was smaller
than the rest of the kids for a
Kristin Hill is a staff writer for
reason.
!
There is a reason that I walk The Murray State News.
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Henley, Elkins provide rare GOP-Democrat matchup in CJE race
•Politics: Democrat Larry
Elkins and Republican
Melvin Henley bring different kinds of experience
to the Calloway County
Judge-Executive race.

The candidates for Calloway
County Judge-Executive are
two very different individuals.
Republican Melvin Henley is
the candidate with political
experience, two separate terms
on the city council of which he
is a current member, and a
term as Murray's mayor.
Democrat Larry Elkins has
never held political office. But
it is Henley, not Elkins, who
makes it a point to declare himself not a politician.
"I'm a manager of systems
and finances," Henley said.
"I'm not a politician."
Elkins, although he has
never run a political campaign,
is not without government
experience. ·He was a Murray
police officer for over two
decades, starting as a patrol
officer in the early 1970s and
promoted through the ranks to
chief of police when he retired
in 1995.
"I feel like my experience in
the police department qualifies
me to run," he said. "1 have a
lot to offer. I am at a relatively
young age. I like the challenge,

The Democratic
candidate for
Calloway County
Judge-Executive
has never held a
political office or
even run for one.

The Republican
candidate for CaJ.
loway County
, judge-Executive is
a city council
member and for·
mer mayor of
Murray.

BY C.O. BRADLEY
SENIOR STAff WRITER

Larry Elkins:

Melvin
H enley:

and I believe I have what it
takes to accomplish the goals
what .k ind of government they
Calloway County needs to want.
If they want government
accomplish."
run efficiently like a business,
. This general election is also they'll vote for me. 1 just want
interesting historically. Nei- to see if it (winning as a Repubther candidate, both of whom lican) can be done."
Henley takes a much more
are lifelong residents of the
county, can remember when a situationally-based approach
general election was necessary than does Elkins, who has a
for this office. Henley· is the series of. priorities he would
first Republican in recent years deal with if elected.
"I'm known as a problem
to even make it a race in a
county with a 6 to 1 Democrat solver," Henley said. "If you've
to Republican ratio. Elkins said got a specific problem, I'll think
•
the presence of an opponent up a specific answer."
He
used
as
an
example
a
will not change his campaign.
"I ran against five people in water treatment plant project
the primary and received 34 when he was mayor. A renova·
percent of the vote," he said. "It tion was planned, but he
was pretty stiff competition. believed it would be to the
I'm running on the same issues city's advantage to consider
I ran on in the primary. Voters building a new plant with
seemed pretty favorable in the newer technology.
"(The planners) didn't allow
primary, and I hope they still
as that was too feasible, so I
will be."
Henley, who was a Democrat fired their ass," he said. "I went
until 1996, said he realizes to a firm in Lexington, and
winning in such a Democrat- they told me it would be even
cheaper to build a new facility
heavy county will be difficult.
"If I were a Democrat, there than renovate the old one."
The new facility, with new
would not even be a general
election," he said. "People are technology, ended up being
just going to have to decide cheaper than the estimates,

saving the city $1.5 million in
construction and overhead in
the last 20 years. In addition,
the technology used is one of
the few the EPA will OK anymore. The old technology is not.
"That's my type of solution,"
he said. "One in which the city
makes money and is efficient.
If I get elected, that'll be why.
If I don't, they'll just pay more
taxes."
Elkins has a plan of policies
he would like to see implemen ted if elected, more big pic·
ture to Henley's pragmatism.
"One of the basic issues in
the campaign is infrastructure,
especially roads," he said. "We
need a long range plan that is
impartial, based on need
rather than politics. Another
issue that is obviously near and
dear to me is public safety. I
would work to secure grants
and other resources in order to
improve it throughout the
county. We also need to be concerned with economic development throughout the county,
Ao1id waste disposal and expansion of the water district."
The candidates like the

growth the city and county
have been el\ioying, but also
said there is a need to be cautious.
"Growth has to be orderly,"
Elkins said. "The county, along
with the city, has to have oversight. People don't want the
wrong kind of growth, the kind
that comes with larger cities.
They don't want their basic way
of life to change. They want to
keep the small town atmosphere as much as possible.
"Apparently, at least from
my vantage point, there hasn't
been any let up in that growth.
I'm hopeful that economic situation will maintain because
with growth comes jobs and
with jobs comes more economic
development:"
Henley said he thinks the
county needs to solve some of
its pr oblems quickly before
they grow with the economy
and population.
"We have lost sever al industries in the last few years,"
Henley said, mentioning Caterpillar and U.S. Tobacco Warehousing among others. "I don't
like to see us lose industry. For
a while there, we were doing a
good job attracting industries.
As county judge, I will sit on
the economic development
board. I want to figure out
what's wrong and fix it. If you
don't solve those problems,
they'll only be exacerbated."
Elkins, 50, attended Murray
State but never received a

degree. After retiring from the
police force, he opened an
antiques store in Hazel, "Memory_ Lane."
Henley, 63, received his bachelor's degree in chemistry, math
and physics from Murray State
in 1961 and a Ph.D. in chemistry and physics from the University of Mississippi in 1964.
He has taught chemistry at the
University since 1964, now on a
semi-retired basis. He also
received an M.B.A. in finance
from Murray State in 1990.
Elkins said he believes he
has the experience and ability
to serve the people of Calloway
County well.
"I have the experience in
management to do the job," he
said. "I've managed large budgets and personnel and I've
done so successfully. When I
ran the police department, we
always had a large budget surplus. I also think I have proved
I have the ability to listen and
be fair to people."
Henley said his scientific side
would serve him well in the
position.
"AJJ rm doing is looking for
truth," he said. "That's the scientist in me. It's just more neb·
ulous in real life than it is in a
test tube.
"If the people elect me, it will
be because of my expertise,
experience and ability," he
said, then added with a laugh,
"It sure won't be for my movie
star good looks."

Murr~y

state university Graduation center
Graduate with all the right stuff

senior salute Decetnber '98
Tuesday, Oct. 13
VVednesd~, Oct. 14

10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
10 a.m.- 6 p.m.

Rocking Chair Lounge curris center
COMING TOGETHER TO HELP YOU PREPARE AND PLAN FOR GRADUATION

REGISTRARS OFFICE: Answering quest ions regarding graduation,

Class Ring Discounts
See the complete selection of Murray
State. University Class Rings and receive
a discount if purchased d uring the
Senior Salute.

degree requirements and commencement exercises.

STUDENT LOAN ACCOUNTING: Conduct ing exit counseling for
December graduates with stafford loans. A lender representative will be
available to answer financial quest ions. Informational booklets and loan
summary totals will be available on that day. Located in the curris center
Dance Lounge.
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DiplOma Freme
Protect and display your
diploma with a cuatom

nwdetaune. Pertectfor
heme or olfice.

•

$48.95 • 69.95

Certlflc.te of Appt'lld8tlon
Recognize and hen« that
special pei'IOn(l ) that
helped you achlev&your

college succesa. Ac1Ual
rwne(s) can be custom
printed on the framed
certificate.

CAREER SERVICES: Come establish or update your placement file with
•

Thank You Notu
Say thank you with these
elegant note cards.
fNtunng custom school
seal. Packages of 10.

$7

I

a career services Office representative. Information about resume
preparation, interviewing, and j ob search t echniques will be available. A
resume disk will also be on sale. Students may sign up for on-campus
interviews, pick-up job bulletins and information about the career Fairs.

75th Annlve,...ry
Envelope Sale
Elegant applique for
aeallng announcement
inner envelopes. The
dislinctNe mark of your
graduating class. Available

In packages of 25.

$6

$t5
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Personellad Announcement•

The best way to announce to all those special people.

Your name. degree and major will be pnnted 1n the
actual text of your announcement. along With the t1":'e
and locat1on of the graduaUon ceremony. Available •n
packages of 20

$30.00

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: Alumni Association representatives will provide information on how to net work with MSU Alumni before and after
graduation, how to get involved in alumni chapter activities, and why it is
important t o stay in touch with Murray State. senior Pledge information
also will be provided.
""

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE: Be fitted for you cap & gown, order your
Personalized Graduation Invitations & mor~! Then meet with our Josten's
Representative to order your Class Ring.

kG. .Qsnm l Tassel Ensembles
Bachelor's $19.95 Master 's $23.95
Accessories
Bachelor's
Aestdential College Stoles $25
Honor Cords $7.50

Master's
Hoods $50

~~~.~
University Store
.

Photojrapher <needed
tlpphJ at
The Wurr@State <news office
L----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------._-----------------~-- - ------~
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OnCa1njJus
'Campfire Tales'
held Saturday
The national recreation
area's environmental education center will host the
"Campfire Tales" program
this Saturday at the nature
station at TVA's Land
Between the Lakes. The
program featur:es tales
from ·nationally known
storytellers. It begins at 6
p.m. with a tour of the
nature station's backyard
to observe native wildlife.
At 6:30 p.m. visitors will
gather around the campfire to have snacks and listen to tales.
Admission is $5.50 for
ages 13 and up and $4 for
ages 5 to 12. Visitors are
asked to bring lawn chairs
or blankets for their comfort and dress for a cool
fall night. For more information or to make reservations phone (502) 9242020.

Opera singer
performs live at
Brown Theatre
'Grammy Award-winning
opera soprano Dawn
Upshaw will perform live
at the Brown Theatre
Tuesday. Nov. 3, at 8 p.m.
The show Is presented by
the . Kentucky Center for
the Arts New Masters
Series in Louisville. Tickets
are $36, $32 and $18 and
are available by calling
(502) 584-7777 or by visiting the IUS Ogle Center
or Kentucky Center Box
Office. Special group rates
are available by calling
Sandie Fulks at (502) 5620108.

Alpha Sigma Phi
honors Young
Mike Young, assistant to
the vice president for Student Affairs, was honored
with an award from Alpha
Sigma
Phi
Fraternity.
Young re~eived the Delta
Beta Xi award at the fraternity's national convention in August. The award
honors alumni for service
to the fraternity. Young
has served as the CoGrand Chapter Adviser of
the Murray State chapter
of Alpha Sigma Phi since it
was founded in :1994. He
also serves as a chairman
of the United Way Allocations Committee.

Supergallery gives
free art to student
The world's largest art
and framing Supergallery.
Artuframe.com. will give
away more than I 00,000
pieces of art to college
students in the "Back-toCollege Giveaway Special."
Posters included in the
giveaway are cartoons. vintage movies and the work
of modern artists and
great masters. For more
information · click
on
www.artuframe.com.

...

Briefs compiled by Heather

Martin, staff writer.
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Credit available through conference
attending the fair. Paul Zeph, the president of the North American Association for Environmental Education will
Murray State will host the 1998 Ken- be attending the weekend conference
tucky Association for Environmental this year. He will be joined by many
Education conference this weekend. others including state and local governThis conference is held by the Universi- ment officials.
MSU students are welcome to attend
ty's Center for Environmental Educa- the conference. The cost is $50 for stution and will run from Friday through dents and $85 for all others. Murray
Sunday. The theme this year is "Con- State is offering one credit-hour for stunections: A Common Cause."
dents who attend the conference.
The goal of this conference is to find
"Sessions will mirror the diversity of
new ways to help educators promote the ideas and people present," Dr. Joe
environmental awarenesa in communi- • Baust, director of environmental education, said. Sessions on Saturday will
ties and schools.
People from all over the state will be run from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and more than
BY )ULIE WOLFE

' STAFF WRrmt

Hill

elect~d

32 sessions will be available to partici·
pants in the conference. These sessions
will vary from interactive discussions to
hands-on learning activities. They will
cover a wide variety of topies including
rain forest research, getting to know
Kentucky "critters" and appreciating·
the environment through photography.
"There will be people from all over the
state presenting ideas for projects that
can be done indoors and out that deal
with the environment," Baust said.
In addition to the various informational sessions, the KAEE Trading Post
will be held Saturday.
"Trading Post is a sharing of ideas,
lesson plans and materials," he 's aid.

queen

BY REKA ASHLEY
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Last Saturday Alison Hill, senior from
Hopkinsville, was crowned Homecoming
queen.
Hill was escorted in this years Homecoming parade by Tavares Jones, Student Government Association vice president, in a 1975 red corvette with aT-top.
Hill said the event was both fun and
nerve-wracking at the same time.
"I was nervous looking at ali the people in the stadium," she said. "It was a
little unnerving. Everyone was so excited for me, so I was excited, too."
Hill represented Alpha Omicron Pi
Sorority at the event and was selected as
queen by the student body during an
election last Thursday. As queen she will
be expected to participate in the Mountain Laurel Pageant in the spring as
part of her royal duties. ·
Hill said the day of Homecoming was
great and a number of her relatives
came for the coronation.
"My mother, sister and my sister's
boyfriend were all able to attend," she
said. "I was very surprised and excited
when my name was announCed."
Other participants who rode in the

Baust said more than 30 displays will
be in the small ballroom of the Curris
Center.
The conference will include a banquet
on Saturday evening. The keynote
speaker this year is Tom Bennett, the
commissioner of the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources
and president of the Southeastern Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies.
The KAEE conference will conclude
Sunday with numerous field trips
planned, including canoe or kayak trips,
a visit to ,the elk and bison prairie of
Land Between the Lakes and a tour of
Kentucky Dam.

Health Service worker
passes credential test
.

BY TARA SHELBY

.

STAFF WRilU

Danny Vo~ell/ The News

Alison Hill, senior from Hopkinsville,
loolo Joyful after be ing crowned Murray
State's 1998 Homecoming queen.

Hpmecoming parade last Saturday were
Tori Squires, escorted by Adam Whiteside, Sarah Clark, escorted by Chris
Dehart, Elana Kornegay, escorted by
Shawn Smee and Shanna Moore, escorted by Brandon Kirkham.

Wendy Collins of Health Services
passed the American Nurses Credentialing Center Test for College Health
this summer in Dayton, Ohio.
The test is offered twice a year, and
Collins received a small raise in pay
for passing it. The test dealt with the
issues of patient care, management,
the role of a nurse and trends in nursing. It takes four hours to complete,
and the nurses are recertified every
five years. This was Collins's first
time taking the test.
"I found it was like taking a test in
college," Collins said. "I was nervous."
Collins found questions dealing with
areas such as tuberculosis to be the
most difficult because Health Services
refers those cases to the health
department. Only five of the 175 questions dealt with sexually-transmitted
diseases and binge drinking, which
are more commonly dealt with by
Health Services, Collins said. Most
questions dealt with types of medi·
cines.

When the results of the test came in,
Collins had her nine-year-old daughter open the envelope .
"I told her to just look for the words
pass or fail," Collins said.
Her daughter replied she . was
unable to find any "p" or "f" words, but
the letter began with the word congratulations.
"The test was harder than state
boards, and those are awful," Collins
said. "I'm glad it's over."
Collins has been working at Health
Services for two years. Before that she
was in the Air Force where she
worked as a nurse in management.
Collins came to work for Health Services because she went to school here
and thought Murray was a good place
to raise her children.
Collins said she went into nursing
because years ago women were limited to either nursing or teaching. She
said most of her family was in nursing, so that was the most viable option
for her.
.
"Career opportunities were lim'ited
back then," she said.

New program targets male audience
land, Men's Perspective is
attempting
to get the message
STAFF WRITER
out to men.
When people think of pre- 9 "This isn't a traditional prosenting sexual assault aware- gram," he said." We want men
ness and prevention, they usu- to understand that some things
ally think of targeting a female just aren't accepted. They need
audience. However, it is not to be sympathetic to women
strictly a female problem and and be involved in women's
males need to be equally edu· issues. Hopefully we can help
cated, Steve Mockler said.
teach them strategies for lisMockler, who has been a part tening. too."
of pure education programs at
Murray State is a typical cola college level for six years, is lege campus, Mockler said.
involved with a new program Sexual assault and rape is an
on Murray State's campus, issue here, as with any camknown as Men's Perspective pus, because the statistics for
Program, which will target all assault and rape are higher
male audiences in hopes of with people who are between
decreasing sexual assault and 18 and 24 years old.
rape among men.
Right now Men's Perspective
"There is a misconception is still in the planning stages,
that all men are bad because but he anticipates beginning
they rape," Mockler, senior presentations "definitely by
from Indiana, said. However, next semester," Mockler said.
that is not true and women as There are about 10 people
well as men are not getting the directly involved in the program.
message.
Since the group has only had
Based on a program that
John Foubert started in Mary- two meetings, they have not
BY KRISTIN H ILL

developed the specifics, but
have brainstormed on creative
ways to present important
information, Mockler said. The
group is focusing on the issue
and how to effectively present
it to men. Studies have shown
that men respond well to audiovisual aids, so they are keeping
that in mind.
There is no funding specifically for Men's Perspective Program, but the University is
being
receptive.
Jane
Etheridge, director of the Murray State Women's Center, and
Mike Young, assistant to the
vice president, are both
involved. Young is handling a
lot of the administrative
aspects and Etheridge is the
"brains behind the program,"
Mockler said.
Right now the program is
much like a part of the Women's Center, Mockler said, but
he hopes it is going to be successful enough to stand on its
own in a few years.

Everyone involved has had
past experience with sexual
assault education · and pure
education. There will be a constant process of evaluation in
order for the program to grow.
"We have resources and experience behind us, which will
help us achieve the effectiveness we are wanting," Mockler
said.
Mockler was a leader in Peer
Educators Explaining Rape at
Ball State University. There he
organized events that
currently still going on. He helped
bring the program from being
advised by a faculty member to
being a student-led organization.
His current role in Men's Perspective is to help get others
involved and assist in the ere·
ation of presentations.
Any organization or individual interested in Men's Perspective Program can contact
Jane Etheridge at 762-3140 or
Steve Mockler at 762-6729.

are

Valentine prQduces must-see show
Crimes of the Heart by Beth Henley
Crimes Of The Heart, a contemporary
American classic by Pulitzer Prize winning
author Beth Henley, opened Oct. l at the
R.E. Johnson Theatre. This is one of those
shows I would tell people to go see even if
it were bad, because the script is so good.
However, this show is not bad.
Crimes was directed by theater veteran
Robert Valentine who never fails to produce a good show. It is about the three
Magrath sisters who happen to be on the
brink of disaster. They just keep having
these bad days, and we happen to catcH.
them in the middle of a few bad days.
The play was well performed by Missy
Denton, John-Patrick Faughn, Marci Jo
Gardner, Meredith Julian, Timothy C.

The only problem I had With the show
was the pacing. The first act seemed slow,
but the sho~ quickly picks up energy. By
Shane Morton
the end, you care so much about what hapVaughan and Hattie Whelan. The cos- pens to the three Magrath sisters, you
tumes by Randy Johnson and the incredi- want to know more.
ble set design by David Balthrpp helped to
Gardner, Denton and Whelan have some
expand the impact of this very funny and very nice chemistry together as the three
sisters. Julian, as the bitter mean cousin
touching play.
Whelan does an excellent job portraying who lives next door, bas some very funny
Babe Magrath, the youngest sister. From moments.
Even though this is a show about the
the first moment she walks onto the stage
you can't stop yourself from loving her. She women, the two males in the show do a
gives an emotional performance and truly nice job. Vaughan's Doc Porter was everything a good country boy should be, and
shines onstage.
Faughn's funny lawyer also had me Faughn was quite funny as the lawyer trylaughing in hysterics. The scenes between ing to help get Babe off of the hook.
The reason to see this show is the incredthe two of them had so much energy and
life, I would catch myself laughing so loud ible script. Henley has crafted a tale about
I had to be hushed by the lady in front of three women surviving life. It is sad and
touching but always funny.
me.

Play I<evietu

lliance
offers
support
BY Katm W ELSH
(OHtiiiUTING WIITO

Alliance is a studen.t organization on the .MWT&y State

campus that helpe support
and promote the needs and
~ interests of the biaexual,
bomoeexual and tnmsgender

student..
•.Many times people feel
PJU&ure to bide th~ sexual
orientation from other people
and that they cannot be open
and honest. Alliance allows

those studenti the Chance to
meet people who are dealing
with the same problems and
iuuea as they are," Tavares
Jonee, vice president of
.AJ)iance. said.
, ~
Meetinl weekly at 8 p.m. in

the T8D.D81aee Room,~
bel. . to pnmde students with
a chance to share common
eoneerna and goals and to be
treated u equals. The group
also helps to promote tolerance among studentat to educate them and to help others
be aware of diversity in the
.Murray State community.
"Society often portrays homoaexWility as a sin and that
homosexuals, bise.xuals and
tr&DM81\den are dirty perverts: Jones said. "Alliance
givea people a chance to see a
realistic view of their mem~
ben and lets people see that
they are people like eY'erybody

else."
Lut year Alliance participated in the Homecoming
parade and banner contest
and held prognlms on subjecl8
such u AIDS awareness at
aome of the residential col-

leges.
This year, a big event for

Alliance will be National Coming Out Day on Sunday.

CollegeLife
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New band produces stale so_
u nd Week.Abead
or a Gun" and "Mary Pretends."
The first one is yet again
another depressed song, but it
Kyle Shadoan
is at least relatively creative
with the lyrics. "Mary Pretends" is the only song on the
Fuel - Sunburn
album with interesting lyrics:
In its debut album, Sunburn,
Fuel portrays a dark, melan"Falling down of her mind/
Gives her everything she's
choly outlook toward life and
the future. Each song seems to
wanted from the world/ Close
her eyes, drifts inside, so alive."
reflect on a depressing state or
negative feeling in the lyrics.
These two songs are also the
The group combines this with a
most talented musically on the
variety of guitar pieces. Some
album.
of the guitar riffs are similar to
If Fuel could write something
the Deftones or Filter, while
better than fifth grade lyrics, I
others are more like those ·of
Sony/Epic Records could see it developing into a
Matchbox 20.
much better band. The guitar
New aroup Fuel offen nothlna new for alternative fans.
Fuel's first album was proon the album isn't bad, and the
same thing.
duced by Steven Haigler, who "Untitled,• is hard, but dark, the
Every song on the album says lead singer's voice is very simiand
both
lyrically
and
musicalhas worked with groups such
something
about
being lar to that of Filter's and Alice
as the Pixies, Quicksand and ly has similarities to the depressed or sad about some- in Chains'.
Local H. The' band members Deftones. Continuing the nega- thing that is happening now or
I think I can best describe my
are Brett Scallions, lead vocals, tivity, the song "Bittersweet" that has happened in the past. opinion of the group with a
guitar; Carl Bell, guitar, vocals; has such lines as "I'm the It seems to me Scallions should, Beavis and Butthead quote I
Jeff Abercrombie, bass guitar; enemy in the enemies now" and have outgrown those melodra- heard a long time ago on some
"Hold your hands up to the sky
and Kevin Miller, drums.
matic teen-age years of high other band.
The band members have and try/ so hard to rise above/ school-like behavior by now.
"They've got a new look and a
been playing together for sever- But everything is beaten
There are only two songs that new sound. Yeah, they look and
al years, becoming locally pop- down." Overall, the song seems raise any interest to me on the sound like everything else."
ular in the central Pennsylva- to be reminiscing about the whole album. They are "Jesus Fuel- B
nia area. They independently way things used to be and the
\
produced an album titled way they are now. In both this
Top
5
CDs
of the Week
Porcelain in 1996, receiving song and the next song, Fuel
1. Tela- Now qr Never
\
local sales and air play. The maintains more of a Matchbox
band also received popularity 20 sound while still exploring · 2. Bizzy BoneI 1- Heaven's Movie
in Tennessee, which is where melancholy views.
3. Twista and ~knot -, Mob~ Mobstadility
This same sort of pattern
Carl Bell and Jeff Abercrombie
4. Outkast - {Aqueminl J ( )
are originally from. Another continues throughout the rest
\
1. ~•
I
place where you may have of the album. There is a mix- 5. Kurupt - ~ruption
,
Top
Cowrtry
CD
heard Fuel is on the Godzilla ture between harder rock songs
Soundtrack, where the group and the more pop sounding Aaron Tippin - What This Count,Y Needs
'
has a sctng titled "Walk the ones, which would give the
album some variety if each
Sky."
Source:
\
John Simanowitz/17le News
On Sunburn, the first song, song wasn't basically saying

MusicRevieu,

Terrapin~

• Pick up The News a
day early next
week.
Fall Break Ia
October 16 and
we'tt 1M out oa
~ l,.>tTburaday, Oct. 15.

PURCHASE YOUR FEED from State Line Western World Feed
Dlvlslon with selection from four major feed companies. Approximately 16 different horse feeds, starting at $3.89. 12 varieties of dog
food, cat food, puppy food, fish food, alfalfa cubes and pellets. Various
mineral blocks, loose minerals, chick starter, layer feed, milk replacer,
milk plus, stall shavings, all vet supplies, tack. While there, visit their
Western Store with western wear, boots, hats and accessories. Tum
west at caution light on KY 893 at Hazel, KY. 5~·492-6144.
Open 9:30-a..m.-e p.m. Mon.·
Fri. & 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.

Credit cards accepted,
lay-away available.

Friday, Oct. 9

•Play- Crimes of the Heart, R.E. Johnson Theatre, 7 p.m. For more
information phone 762-4421.
•Revival - Evangelist Mike Wilson of Parsons, Tenn., Lake-Land
Apostolic Church In Murray, 7 p.m. For more information phone 753-

5757.
.Cinema International - Marius and Jeannette, a 1997 film from
France, Curris Center Theater, free admission, 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 10
.Cinema International - Marius and Jeannette, a 1997 film from
France, Curris Center Th~ter, free admission, 7:30 p.m.
-concert - Clay Walker with special guest Michael Peterson and the
Dixie Chicks, Southern Illinois University arena, 7:30 p.m. For more
information phone (618) 453-5341.
eCLEP testing -Ordway Hall, Room 206, 8 a.m. Phone 762-6851 for
more information .
•Team penning - West Kentucky Exposition Center. Phone (502)
489·2643 for more information.
•Festival of Champions- Annual band festival, all day, Stewart Stadium.

Sunday, Oct. 11
•Bible study - MCF house, 7 p.m.

Monday, Oct. 12
•Monday Night Live- BSU, 6 p.m.
.
•Lecture - UFriendship in the Age of AIDS" by Joel Goldman and T.J.
Sullivan, Lovett Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 13
•Red Pin bowling - Curris Center Game Room, 6 to 9 p.m.
•Recital -Guest artist Ethel Merker, horn, Performing Arts Hall of the
Doyle Fine Arts Building, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 14
•Worship - MCF house, 7 p.m.
•Meeting - SGA, 5 p.m .

Thursday, Oct. 15
•TNT - BSU, 6 p.m.
•Financial Aid deadline - Priority filing date for spring financial aid
application, Student Financial Aid Office in Sparks Hall. Phone 2S46
for more information.
•

Go Online Now!
Visit us on the World Wide Web at

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by Tbe Murrqy State News in cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

To subscribe to IDDNet calll-800-455-16o8

IIP.-1.·Friday
Ott. 9
to
Saturday

Wlb:l®~~ Wlb:l®
1998-1999 Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and Colleges

Nov. 14

Applications available in the
Office of Student Affairs Ordway Hall 762-6831

Uve fia Satellite Wol'ldwide

Deadline: October 30
ffi~iliil~:

.

3.0 GPA; Graduating in December 1998, May or August 1999;
Demonstrated Campus and Community Leadership and Involvement

Seventh-Day Adventist tburcb
l~th.

&Sycamore Streets

.

•

1

Hop essons

Have been postponed

until October 22
&

Considering Abortion?
Get the resources you need to make
an informed decision.
• Free pregnancy tests
• Information about your choices
• Post-abortion support group
• Information about sexuality and STDs

Lifef[ouse
753-'0700

1506 Chestnut Street
lifehous@apex.net
WWVtf. waaj .org/lifehouse
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Clubs offer more opportunities Exhibit features
BY KYLE SHADOAN
CONTRIBUTING W RITER

Clubs are not just ways to
meet new people, broaden hori·
zons or maybe just enjoy ones
you already have. They are
essential for a post-college life.
Businesses don't want to see
just a diploma or a transcript,
they want to see the clubs and
activities students participated
in outside the classroom.
Murray State has about 160
registered orgaclzations for
students to choose from.
"There are many organizations on campus that offer a
wide variety of things to the
students of Murray," Melanie
Slemmer, student organization
office staff member, said.
"There is something for every, one, and if they need more
information about clubs or
about starting clubs, they can
stop by the student organization office on the third floor of
the Curris Center."
If t he office doesn't have

something of interest, any student can start his or her own
club and register it with the
office.
These steps are necessary for
registration:
•The organization must have a
faculty or staff member
involved.
• Founders must state the purpose of the club.
•There must be a no-discrimination clause.
•The club must have the signature of an administrator.
A constitution is optional and
left. up to the students. After
following these steps, the club
will become official.
There are four new clubs
already this year. They are
American Humanics, Amnesty
International
USA-MSU,
Men's Volleyball and the MSU
Secular Humanists.
"The MSU Secular Humanists provides an outlet for people who are secular humanists,
atheists, agnostic, skeptics and
other freethi~kers to get

together and have discussion
over their views and ideas,"
Gaynor Wild, one of the organization's leaders, said.
If you want more information
on any of the clubs, phone t he
Curris Center at 6953 or 6984,
or stop by and pick up a
brochure listing many of the
organizations.
Clubs offered include those
from business and public

affairs, education, fine arts and
communication, humanistic
studies, industry and technology, science, honor and recogni- 1
tion programs, religion, residential colleges, politics,
sports, community service,
freethinking alliances and
environmental groups. Many of
the organizations have not yet
met or are just starting, so it is
not too late.

MSU Student. Organizations

ffi>

~

University/Departmental Clubs
National Honor Societies
-1
Recognition Societies
Professional Fraternities
Religious Organizations
Residential College Organizations
Political Organizations
_....
Sports/Recreational Clubs
Service Organizations .
Environmental Groups
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alumni artwork
forms of art represented at the
exhibit.
Sculpture, painting,
STAff WRITH
drawing, functional design
Students looking for a little and metalsmithing can all be
culture can check out the new · found in the gallery.
"All art areas are covered
exhibit presented by the
department of art. The Bien- here," Atnip said, "and we
nial · Alumni Invitational don't have a fee at the
Exhibition is now being held gallery."
There are 15 alumni whose
in the Clara M. Eagle Art
art will be on display. The
Gallery.
This exhibit is a showing of al umni presented in this
Murray State alumni art. The exhibit represent a wide variexhibition started on Sept. 26 ety of graduates.
"Some have graduated
and will run through Oct. 25.
recently
and others graduated
The Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery is located on the sixth a while back," Atnip said,
floor of the Doyle Fine Arts "This exhibit probably spans
about 20 years, maybe more,
Center.
'
"[The EXhibit] It's to show of Murray State graduates."
The Eagle Gallery hosts
what people who have graduated from here are doing many other exhibits throughnow," Andrea Atnip, the Eagle out the year including a facul-,
Gallery assistant, said. ~e ty art exhibition, which, like
do an alumni show every two the Alu mni Invitational, is
also held every two years. All
years."
• There will be many different events are open to the public.

Bv JuuE WoLFE

John Simanowitz/The News

Thanks For Voting!
I

congra~ula-tions

Terrapin Station

on being selected to

omicron Delta Kappa

920 South 12th St.
Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-8926
r---~~-----~~-- ~ -----~--~~
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CD • Cassette ~
Poster . T -Shirt ~

(800) 424-8580
WWW.PEACECORPS.COM
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: ·Singles-Maxi~s & Sale Itellls Not Ihcluded
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1 All-You-can-Eat

:All-You-can-Eat Dinner and:
1 ~nk Buffets for
1

: ~ $8.99
:
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: ~ink Buffets for

: .. ! . . $7.99

:

one coupon per customer.
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Chestnut St. • 7'53-6656

"Antz"
(PG)
Swnna Meryl

S~reep

Available
Tuesday
October 13, 1998
On Home Video

Reserve your
Copy Today!
Call
75}-8084

. Rent 2 Tapes

for $3.00
Mondav·Thursday

Riann Aldrich
· Stacey Buchanan
Karen Rohlfs
Julie Willingham
rr•, your sisters in AMI

LQQK WHO'S COMING TO MSU
Murray state university
career services
Presents
AFLAC
Agri-Chem
Air Force
Allied Signal
Baptist Family Fitness
Big Rivers Ag. Supply
Bitwise Tech.
Bunge Corp.
Caterpillar
Christian Co. Health Dept.
City of Louisville
Coca Cola
Commonwealth Insurance
Eastern KY University ··
Eli Lilly
Enterprise Rent-A -Car
Florists Mutua/Ins.
Froggy J03.7
Gardner Wallcoverlng
Green River Correctional
Center
Hibbett Sports
Hamilton Ryker
JCPenney
Kolpak/McCall
Kolpak Manufacturing

Kroger
Ll Smiih & Associates
Mazak
MCS Consulting Service
Michelson Jewlers
MDL Info. Systems
Monroe Guaranty
Murray Calloway Co. Hospital
NAW Recruiting
Northwestern
Mutual Life Ins.
Opryland
Ortho McNeil
Owensboro Mercy Health
Peoples Bank
Prudential Ins. & Financial Serv.
Ralston Purina
Saturn Corp.
State Farm Ins.
Tractor Supply
Trim Masters
Tyson Foods
UK Graduate School
US Secret Service
UT Ag. Ex. Service
West KY Reg. Mental Health

Fall career Fair
october 22 to a.m. - 2 p.m. currls center Ballroom
• Lilt subJect co ctaaqe
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Racers travel to
Murfreesboro
Tomorrow, the MSU
football Racers will take its
4- I record (2-0 OVC) on
the road for a game against
Middle Tennessee State.
The Blue Raiders are without a conference loss this
season.
Kickoff is at 6 p.m. at
Floyd Stadium. ,

Racers gun for
Jacksonville
After taking the first
match of the year Sept. 26,
the Murray State r ifle
teams are aiming at their
next opponent. This weekend the team is in jacksonville, Fla., where they
will face jacksonville State.
The teams will also be on
the road next weekend
when they wfll go to LexIngton to take on Kentucky.

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
ASSisTANT

Slottrs Eon01t

For the majority of the 11,003
fans who left last Saturday's
Homecoming game at halftime
thinking the Racers had the
game well in hand, you saw
only one side of the story.
The Racers took a 34-7 lead
into halftime against the Tennessee-Martin Skyhawks, led
by quarterback Justin Fuente's
three touchdown passes and
Justin Bivins' 82 yards rush.ing. B,rand~n Warfield ~as
Fuentes mam target, catching
two touchdown passes, one of
which w_as Fuente's first pass
from scnmmage.
The Racer offense was without starting tailback Wilbert
Smith and starting wide receiver Joe Perez because both players had been suspended for violating team rules.
Along with the thousands of
Racer fans who left the game
ear ly, apparently the Racer
defense thought UT-Martin
had all but left as well.
After trading possessions
ear ly in the third quarter, the

Racer special teams unit
pinned UT-Martin at its own
12-yard line after a punt.
On the next play, UT-Martin's leading rusher, Adam
Joyner, took a handoff up .the
middle taking off for an 88-yard
touchdown run to pull UT-Martin within three touchdowns.
The Racers answered when
Fuente hit junior Terrence Tillman for a 56-yard touchdown
strike, Tillman's longest of the
season.
The Skyhawks countered,
covering 80 yards on just four
plays, culminating on a 58-yard
• pass to Wesley Moore from
Skyhawk quarterback Brock
Bailey.
UT-Martin scored again late
in the third quarter with a 13

play, 81-yard drive to make the
score 41-28 in favor ofMSU.
The Racers stopped the
bleeding with an eight-play, 95yard drive in the middle of the
. fourth quarter. Fuente threw
his fifth touchdown pass of his
20 for 37 performance in which
he totaled 369 yards. A twopoint conversion attempt
failed, leaving the score 47-28

Briefs were compiled by
Eddie Grant, Sports EOrtor
(or The Murray State
News.

Sportlight
Brian Palmer,
Justin Bivins
. Brian Palmer and Justin
Bivins a~e in the Racer
Sportlight this week.
Palmer, junior from Benton, earned his second
Ohio Valley Conference
Runner of the Week
honor after taking a first
place finish at the Golden
Eagle Invitational. This
helped his team go on to
fin ish first in the meet.
Bivins, Junior tailback
from Dolton, Ill., rushed
for 228 yards on 29 carries
in the Racers' 47-35 victory over Tennessee-Martin
last week.
Bivins is only the ninth
player in Racer history to
rush for 200 yards. Former Racer Derrick Cullors
ciid it twice in 1995.

Sports Triz,ia
What do Steve
Young, Mark Brunell
and Scott Mitchell
have in common?
These
professional
quarterbacks are lefthanded.
Source: CNN Headline News

-
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Racers escape
Homecoming loss
in second half

Volleyball to finish
homestand
Coming off Tuesday's win
over Tennessee-Martin,
the Racers will play game
two of their season-long
three game homestand
tonight when the team
faces OVC leader Eastern
Illinois at 7.
The final game of the
homecourt trifecta will be
Tuesday night at 7, when
they will take on Southeast
Missouri State. All games
will be played at Cutchin
Fieldhouse/Racer Arena.

The Murray State News

Danny VoweiVThe News

Racer taJiback Jusdn Bivins, junior from Dolton, Ill., runs for part
of his 118 yards In Saturday's game aplnst UT-Martin.

Dannv VowP.ll/ ThP NPw<t

Hurray State defe nsem en Dorian Berry, junior from louisville, top, and Jarrod Webb, senior fro m
Dyersburg, Te nn., tackle a Skyhawk runnina back In the Racers' 0-35 vict ory over UT-Hartin.

in favor of the Racers.
Martin received the kickoff
and scored a short time later,
this time driving 80 yards in
just under four minutes to close
the gap to 47-35.
The Skyhawks attempted to
continue their relentless come·
back with an onside kick. A
mad scramble took place as the
ball bounced all the way back
to the MSU 15-yard line where
Tillman fmally grabbed the
loose ball.
The Racers proceeded to run
out the clock and stop the Skyhawks' chance of a major Ohio
Valley Conference and NCAA
Division 1-AA upset.
"This has been the longest
day," Racer Head Coach Denver Johnson said. "'We never
thought it would get started,
and then we never thought the
game would end."

Johnson gave credit to the
Skyhawks for the comeback.
"I really give those players
and staff credit," Johnson said.
"1 told our team the.days of taking this bunch lightly are over.
Their talent level has really
improved, and they will have
the biggest part of that football
team ~er :for the next two
years."
Bivins, starting in place of
the suspended Smith, ran for
228 yards with one touchdown
on 29 carries. This was only the
ninth time in Racer history a
running back had run for over
200 yards. The last player to do
it was Derrick Cullors, who did
it twice in 1995.
"I owe it all to the offensive
line," Bivins said. "They have
had some problems lately with
different things, but they really
came through and stepped up

for us today."
Warfield, who had two first
half scores for MSU, said
Fuente fired the· team up in the
huddle at the end of the third
quarter when the Racers started a drive at their own fouryard line.
"The first thing Justin said
waa, ..Hey, let's stop the bull_shit
right now. Let's take the ball
and jam it right down their
throats and take it all the way
home.'"
Fuente said his team may
have underestimated its opponent.
"I'd be lying if I said we didn't
take these guys lightly,"
Fuente said. "It showed. They
came out to play, which they
did really well in the second
half. Obviously, this was not
exactly what we were looking
forward to."

Racers to invade Middle Tennessee
BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY
~STANT

Sftons EOITOil

Most people have heard the saying,
"Survival of the Fittest" sometime in
their lives. Murray State football fans
k now the saying applies to the Racer
football squad after surviving what
would have been a Homecotiring nigh tmare at the hands of the UT-Martin
Skyhawks.
MSU must now get past that game
and prepare to face one of its toughest
foes, the Middle Tennessee State University Blue Raiders, for MTSU's Homecoming game. MTSU has a record of 39·
17-2 on Homecoming, with the teams
last loss coming against Youngstown
State in 1987.

MTSU comes into the game with a 2- have in the past, except they're throw- total offense per game. The key for the
Racers will be to have the lead at half3 record after beating Tennessee Tech ing the football more."
1
Johnson said MSU junior quarterback time.
by a field goal last Saturday. The Blue
Raiders battled then 12th-ranked East- Justin Fuente would hav~ more control
Since 1993, MTSU has a 29-6-1 record
em Kentucky two weeks ago, losing by over play calling in certain situations.
when leading at the half but a 2-19
only four points.
"We don't want to get to the point
mark when trailing at halftime, includThis will be the last time MTSU and where we're going no huddle or a twoing 15 straight losses. The last time the
Murray State face each other in football minute offense all the time, but we do
Blue Raiders came back from a halftime
as conference rivals. MTSU ~11 be mov- want to quicken the pace a little bit to
deficit was in 1994 at Southeast Mising to Division I-A football play starting where we can get out of the huddle
souri State.
quickly and get on somebody a little
next season.
This will be the 68th meeting between
MSU Head Football Coach Denver more," Johnson said. "One of the ways
Johnson said MTSU was a dangerous you do that is by cutting out all the sig- these two squads. However, it is MTSU
naling in of all the plays and letting holding the overall advantage with a
football team.
"They're a good football team," John- Justin have a menu of plays to choose record of 35-29-3. Recent history is on
the Racers' side as they have won the
son said. "They're big, physical and a lit- from.,
MSU goes into the game with the past three contests.
tle bit better than they were last year,
Kickoff for the game will be Saturday
quite honestly. They're not doing a number two ranked offense in the Ohio
whole lot of things differently than they Valley Conference, with 439.6 yards of at 6 p.m. at Floyd Stadium.

'Music City' Predators enter pro hockey this season
Tuesday night, in Nashville,
something exciting and new to
the area occurred. This something is the first such event to
happen within 150 miles of
Murray and could potentially
have a profound effect on the
area.
This event was ~he first regular-season game of the
Nashville Predators professional hockey team.
The Predators are now the
closest professional team to
Murray, calling the new
Nashville Arena, a stadium
built specifically for the team,
home.

Sports
Talk?
EDDIE
GRANT

The team's sabre tooth tiger
logo is a direct result of a fossilized skull found in the area
in 1971.
I have avidly followed hockey for a few years now, attending my·first game last Decem-

ber in Pittsburgh. For those of
you who know nothing about
the sport, imagine a combination of rugby, soccer and figure
skating and throw them
together. I know figure skating
may seem odd, but to play
hockey you have to be as agile
. on the ice as a figure skater.
This is the Predators inaugural season which means they
really aren't expected to do
well, as most of their team,
including their coach, arc rookies.
In any case, professional
hockey could be just what the
doctor ordered for those who

want a break from the basketbalVfootball monotony in this
area.
Seeing a game live gives you
an adrenaline rush, as well as
an appreciation for the game
television can't give you.
When I went to the Pittsburgh game there wasn't a dull
moment. There were two fights
and a hat trick (when player
scores three goals) and people
actually threw their hats on
the ice in celebration!
When it comes to fighting,
hockey is unlike other sports.
When two guys go at it in a
hockey game, the referees let

a

them fight it out for a while. In
some cases. the refs can't pull
the combatants apart.
As I said before, the Predators are new which means they
will probably lose a majority of
their games, but you have to
give this team some time to
know each other and unite as a
true team.
Two years after the Florida
Panthers were formed , the
team made the Stanley Cup
Finals, which goes lo show anything can happen.
Eddie Grant is the Sports Edi·
tor for The Murray State News.

Sports
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Volleyball team blocks Skyhawks
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPotTS EOITOI

For part one of its longest
homestand of the year, the
Murray State volleyball team
played host to Tennesse-Martin
Tuesday night.
The match got off to a slow
start as the two teams
appeared to be getting a feel for
each other, taking turns controlling the lead. The score was
knotted at four apiece when the
Racers held Martin to only two
more points before going on to
win the game 15-6.
In the second game, MSU
came out big, jumping to a 4-0
advantage, but then a sudden
shift in momentum occurred as
the Skyhawks rushed back
with six unanswered points of
their own, bringing the score to
6-4 in favor of Martin. The
teams then battled back and

Danny VoweiVThe News
Rachel Kulp, Junior from
Louisville, celebrates a point In
Tuesday's m~h aplnst UTHartin.

forth with no one getting more
than a two-point lead, but soon
that changed as well.
With the score standing at
10-8, the Racers stepped up
their game, scoring the next
three points before Martin

added any to its tally. Murray
went on to win the match 15-9.
In this game, the duo of
freshman Jessica Wood and
junior Sarah Ernst combined
for 10 of the team's 18 kills.
The third and final game was
all Murray State would need.
The Racers only allowed
Martin to score two points for
the entire game, the last of
which came after Murray held
its opponent to just one score
while adding 14 of its own.
This game again saw Jessica
Wood leading the way with five
kills.
The win over the Skyhawks
marks the Racers' second
straight match sweep and their
third straight win. This will
give the team a strong level of
confidence as they host conference leader Eastern Illinois
tonight.
Murray Head Coach David

game was for the team to "play
Schwepker used the Martin Illinois.
"I am really excited about it," hard and play together," a mismatch as preparation for the
showdown with Eastern llli- she said. "I think our team is sion they accomplished.
really coming together as one
Tonight's game against Eastnois.
unit,
and we arc getting to ern Illinois begins at 7 in
"Going into the match
Cutchin Fieldhouse/ Racer
against Eastern Illinois, we know each other better."
Wood said her goal for the Arena.
know it's gonna be tough,"
Schwepker said. "They are the
toughest team in the conference right now and they're
number one."
Schwepker said the game
against Martin was a chance
for improvement in preparation
for EIU.
"What we were trying to do is
work on our team," Schwepker
said. "We knew that going in
they weren't one of the stronger
teams in the conference, but we
still wanted to play at a consistently good level instead of easDanny VoweiVThe News
ing up when you play easier
Junior setter Mica Wojinskl sacrifices her body to keep the ball In
competition."
Wood is also looking forward play In one of the games aplnst the Skyhawks Tuesday. The Racto the game against Eastern ers went on to sweep the match, taking three straight games.

Cross Country captures first , second in Cookeville
coach, said. "That was the whole rea- just short of Morehead who took home other runners. This performance Sanders thinks will provide another
son we went down there to see how top honors. Then it was Murray, fol- earned him Ohio Valley Conference strong showing for his team.
lowed by Tennessee Tech, Middle Ten- Runner of the Week honors, the secwell we could do there."
"' think our men's team can win it,"
ond such title of the year.
The Murray State cross country
Sanders said. "This is a very competiIt is safe to say Sanders was pleased nessee State and Tennessee State.
teams went into last weekend's Gold- with the results of both teams. The
For the women, freshman Lindsey tive meet, and last year there were 10
"That is about as well as we can do,"
en Eagle Invitational in test mode. men's team won its division against Sanders said. "All of the runners on Newlin, from Georgetown, Ill., was teams there. If a couple of top 10
The five team meet, held in Morehead State, Tennessee Tech, both teams are putting up consistent Murray's higest finisher, as she fin- teams compete, it will be really chalCookeville, Tenn., was used as a trial Middle Tennessee State. and Ten- times, and consistency is what we ished fourth out of 44 runners with a lenging. I just hope we do as well as
we did there last year.
time of 19:40.
run.
nessee State. In fact Murray had run- need."
This weekend the team travels to
"The ladies are all posting good,
Individually for the Racers, junior
"This was the course on which the ners to take five of the top seven runBrian Palmer took the men's division, Clarksville, Tenn., to compete in the strong times," he said. "I believe that
OVC Championships are held," Gor- ners at the meet.
don Sanders, Racer Cross Country
On the women's side, the team fell posting a time of26:57, beating out 38 Austin Peay State Invitational, a meet they will come in first second or third."
BY EDDIE GRANT

SPoRTS EOITOI

hi.

'WE'RE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPWYER WITil
UNEQUALED OPPORTUNITIES FOR EMPLOYMENT.

Volunteers
Needed!
The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a
division of American Humanics, is searching for
volunteers among MSU students, faculty, and staff.
• Calloway Co. 4-H Council is seeking volunteers for talk meet
training workshop on Oct. 14-15. The Contest will be held
at Murray High School on Oct. 26. They are also in need of
club leaders and short term proje~t leaders.
• Calloway Co. Senior Citizen Center needs people for friendly
visiting and help delivering meals on wheels in the morning.
• Family Resource center needs help with the recycling fair
Oct. 24th from 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. MSU Stadium.
• Murray Family YMCA needs volunteers for after
school programs and the teen center.
• Needline needs help with project harvest for holiday
food baskets.
• Big Brothers/Big Sisters needs seven big brothers
and help with activities for children on the waiting list.

Anyone interested in these and other volunteer
opportunities needs to call Jason Jennings at
762-6117 or 762-3803

If you're majoring in computer science, data processing, accounting.

auditing, math or law, contact your Placement Director for more
infonnation, or write to: Assistant Director, Corporate Human Resources,
Three State Fann Plaza-Kl, Bloomington, Illinois 61791-0001.

State Farm Insurance Companies • Home Offices:
Bloomington, lllinols • An Equal Opporruntty Employer
www.statefarm.com

Sports
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Rowing teams to begin fall competition
i

the best years the crew team in full swing, we will know that
has seen.
we have a good chance of beat#
I
•
ing schools larger than ours,"
~e this is only the third
With two new coaches and year f'o r men's rowing at Mur- Kelly McDaniel, a second year
many new faces, the 1998-99 ray, the team will row against member, said.
The team will soon find out
Murray State rowing teams are many universities that are
just
how well it competes
ready for action.
much larger than Murray. The
against larger schools. Its first
The men's rowing head coach men are anxi!lus, but excited to regatta is the Chattanooga
will be Matt Griffin, while see how well they compete at Head Race this weekend in
Kelly McMonigle is the head the higher level.
Chattanooga, Tenn., where the
coach of the women's team.
"We want to race against the team will compete against
Griffin will lead the men to larger schools so that next eight other teams from the
what they hope will be one of semester, when the season gets South, including Tennessee,
BY MELISSA STILWELL

CONTIIIUTING Wiml

Georgia Tech, Vanderbilt and
"The novice team will continthe University of Tennessee- ue to improve as the season
Chattanooga .
goes on," she said. " They've
McMonigle believes her only been in the water for three
squads will be up for the chal- weeks now, which is the same
lenge.
as other universities."
This will be the first year for
"Our varsity team is doing
really well," McMonigle said. women's varsity rowing, a fact
"We have been working really, that is welcome to members of
really hard and made huge the squad.
technical changes that have
"It's really been nice to be
stepped up our intensity."
given the benefits of varsity
McMonigle said her younger status," Sara Freudenburg,
team is coming along as well.
junior team captain from St.

Women's golf team seventh in tourney
STAFF REPORT

The Murray State women's golf team placed seventh at the 15-team Lady Rebel Intercollegiate,
played at the University Golf Course in Oxford, Miss.
MSU shot a 310 in the first round and a 313 in the
second round for a two-round score of 623.
Host school Ole Miss won the event with a 36-hole
final of 594. Arkansas-Little Rock was second with a
two-round score of 613, followed by Southern Mississippi, Jacksonville State, Arkansas State, AlabamaBirmingham, MSU, Winthrop, South Alabama, Troy
State, New Orleans, Mobile, Samford, Austin Peay
and Mootenli9:. ~ .. l~
~~
.J ••
\~ -;.-~( ~ ....

Jt

r

The Lady. Racers were led by Jessica Widman and
Kristen Margherio. Widman, juni~r.froin Mansfield,

Louis, said. "It's also been
much more consistent with a
full-time coach ."
In addition to competing
together this weekend, the
teams have the same schedule
for their next t wo competitions.
The Head of the Eagle, in
Indianapolis, and the Head of
t he Tennessee, in Knoxville,
Tenn. will round out both
teams' competition for the fall
semester.

Pro Predictions

Texas, and Margherio, freshman from Glen Carbon,
Ill., both shot an individual 36-hole score of 155, good
for a tie for 13th place in the 81-golfer meet.

Yickett

Other Lady Racers finishing high included Megan
Rees, freshman from Hertfordshire, England, who
tied for 27th with a two-round score of 157; Jenny
Daag, junior from Linkoping, Sweden, who tied for
36th with a two-round score of 159; and Tricia Brooks,
junior from Hernando, Miss., who also tied for 36th
with a two-round score of 159.
The individual winner of the tournament was
Megan Breen of Ole Miss, who finished with a tworound score of 145. Breen was one of three Lady
Rebels among the top four golfers in the meet.
The Lady Racers will next take part in the Lady
Indian Classic at Jonesboro, Ark., on Oct. 12 and 13,
with Arkansas State University as the host school.

Eddie Grant

Jason Biningsley

BALTIMORE vs Tennessee
Baltimore 6
ARIZONA vs Chicago
Chicago 3
CINCINNATI vs Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh 8
ST. LOUIS vs NY Jets
New York 10
NY GIANTS vs Atlanta
Atlanta 10
SEATTLE vs Denver
Denver 13
PHILADELPHIA vs Washington
Washington 1
INDIANAPOLIS vs Buffalo
Indianapolis 4
OAKLAND vs San Diego
Oakland 7
NEW ORLEANS vs San Francisco San Francisco 6

Buffalo 7
San Oie"go 3
New Orleans 6

Qaklilild 6

DALLAS v~ Carolina

Dallas 9

Dalla 3

Dallas 12

NEW ENGLAND vs Kansas City
JACKSONVILLE vs Miami
"Home teams capitalized

New England 10 Kansas City 6
Jacksonville 3
Miami 3
*Picks and margin of victory

Records thus far

48-20

Tennessee 7
Arizona 7
Pittsburg~'\ 14
New York 3

Baltlmor8 3
Chicago 6
P~h10

New York 10

Atlanta 7

Atlanta 6
Denver 10

Denver 7

Phlladelpt)Ja 8

40-28

Washington 3
Buffalo 8
San Francisco 10
Kansas City 7

Mlaml6
-

43-25

John Simanowitz/The News

·L<PE

REGU----
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Bed Races

BEEF
OCTOBER Jt;JEMBERSIJIP
SPECIAL
MSU Student membership - $23;inont1J
Buy a membership livm now til May and pay
only $130 (a SA VJNGS ofover $/JO)

was
a
\
Bit
\
blast!
Love,
Panhellenic Council

-~~..;;._

Offer good thm Nol'emher, 1998...
tl1c qwdu you art the mou: you $ave!

lJSE TilE DAY PASS
DURING OC1VBE"'R {1998)
AND BE ENTERED IN A
DRAWING FOR A lJ\1CA
T-SJURT (Non-members only)

FREE DAY

There's .nothing regular about Arby's Regular
Roast Beef sandwich. Lean. tender and juicy
roast beef, slow roasted to perfection each day
in our stores, then sliced fresh to order and
piled high on a toasted sesame seed
mmm~~~~~~~~.a
bun. Now only 99¢ for a limited time.

PASS!
TRY THEY ON US.

Arby's
507 N. 12th St.

-----------: 99
I

Up~ t~l!eg. Roa~t !!e~f sandwiches
.t ~ . ~ t .- 1~ 1Wfth coupon

'i~t

10-23-98

l:'~P="~"=-------~

I

Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - ==~~--.,....,....,......_.

BRING THIS lN TO EITHER BRANCH
FOR ONE :FREE DAY!

(OFFER EXPIRES S/1/99 & 1 .PASSIYR)

I

12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear, TN
901-247-5798
So no minors after 9:30 .m.

:

'-' <+tax> rh ·I
I

~ Come Travel to Tennessee to watch the Racer• Battle
~
MTSU••••

***************

Minivans, I 5 passenger vans, trucks and auto rentals
Rates As Low as $25 Per Day
"World Record
Holder" • Adult
Magazine & Film Sta

Oct. 7th

thru

1Oth

***************
3380 Hwy. 121
Locate d in the
Murray Shrine
Club Bldg.
(at the
Calloway Co.
Fairgrounds)
Murray

759-8100

Competitive
Rates
Locally
Owned &

Operated

.New-s

The Murray State News
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peers.
Most non-binge drinkers described
unpleasant disruptions caused by their
Continued from Page 1
boozing friends, including sexual
were forgoing alcohol is unclear. Wesh- harassment, accidents and injuries,
cler doubted it was because of inacces- loud noise levels in campus housing
sibility of alcohol. He felt more stu- and restrooms covered in vomit.
"There is some evidence that students listened to warnings of the
school officials or possibly were dents doing binge drinking develop
repelled by the drinking habits of alcohol or substance abuse," Renao

DRINKING

.

present. Since there is an
high rate of false alarms, the
University felt waiting was
the best option.
The cost of responding to a
false fire alarm runs about
$2,000 when flguring costs
like vehicle maintenance,
salaries and price of fuel, Fire
Chief Pat Scott said in an
interview last spring.
Before the 'H ester fire,
there had been 32 alarms in
40 days. The policy had not
been changed yet, but it
would have cost $64,000 to
respond to all of those alarms.
The funding for responding
to a fire alarm comes out of
the pockets of Murray taxpayers, not the Murray Fire
Department or the Universi-

ARREST
Continued from Page 1

ment on whether he was
planning on suing the Universi~ or not.
"All I really want is a public
apology," DeWitt said. "It is
upsetting to me because my
reputation has been slandered, but the people who
know me know that I wouldn't do anything like that."
The University has recently
changed its policy on fire
alarms, instructing residence
directors to call the tire
department on every alarm.
The old policy was to call firefighters only after Public
Safety confirmed a flre was

13

Duncan, professor of psychology at
Murray State, said.
"Binge drinking is stupid, and it's
bad for the person's health," Shane
Sykes, junior from Erin, Tenn., said.
"'t can cause many social problems."
The 1993 survey was seen as a wakeup call on college campuses, bringing
forth plans from administrators
nationwide to suppress heavy drinking

ty.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, said
the University has taken a
flrm stance on the frequent
misuse of fire equipment.
"We have taken a zero tolerance stance," he said. "It is
important for students to
realiz~ this. That is why all of
the colleges had floor meetings to make sure everyone
understood the policy and
refresh memories about fire
procedures."
After the Hester flre, no
false fire alarms were report·
ed for two weeks. After Hes·
ter residents resettled, the
false alarms began again.
Only this time, different policies are in force.

and the consequences associated with
drinking. Some schools made policies
increasing the penalties for drinking,
establishing substance-free housing
and promoting ..dry" social activities.
The second study conducted by
Weschler was to measure the effectiveness of the past four years' program
implementations. Wechsler was disappointed, at best, by the results.

EVANGELIST
Continued from Page 1

were infringing on this gentleman's rights by not letting him
talk," Baurer said.
Baurer called the University
attorney concerning Brother
John's constitutional rights. The
attorney assured Baurer that
MSU policy was legal.
"We have the right to require
speakers that come on campus
to be sponsored by student organizations," Baurer said. "We
have the right to regulate when
and where that individual can
speak."
The last time questions arose
over a non-sponsored speaker
was a few years ~go when Brother Jim, a friend and fellow evangelist of Brother John, arrive4
on campus. The same policy was
in place and enforced, Baurer
said.
Murray State has had this policy written in the Student Handbook since at least,1990.
Duncan was given a list of
campus ministries. If he can find
. a sponsor, he will be allowed to
evangelize on campus.

A neighborhood watch has tion to the students," Robert·
been started in all of the resi- son said. "What we are asking
dential colleges and Robert- is for students to be ·more
son hopes this will force stu- attentive to what is going on
dents to keep their eyes and around t hem."
ears open.
Joe Green, director of Pub"What students need to do lic Safety, said he bas hired
is be more alert and atten- more security guards to
tive," he said. "If they are patrol the campus.
doing homework in their
"I have a list of people who
room, leave the door open and have signed up that will last
just watch and listen. They through Oct. 24," he said. "I
don't need to put themselves have also hired five extra
in danger, but make it known police officers. This should
· people are watching."
last as long as it takes until
He said when the neighbor· someone is charged with the
hood watch idea was first fire."
introduced to the students,
many felt it was restricting S helley Street, Chief Copy
their movement in the col- Editor for The Murray State
News contributed to this
leges.
"It lost a lot in t he transla- article.

SOLUI10NS from 10/0l/98:
SOLUI'IONS ACROSS
I Tacet
15. Hassle
4. Rabbet
18. Kibitzer
20. Rag:~
8. Had
22. S3hib
10. Billie
11. EJd
23. Relri31
12. f!rJIO
24. Reader
25. Their.;
13. :inldesr

Classifieds
- --- -

PERSONALS
Coograr:ubuons Am\ and AOih! We.'
had a ltft'll1 tJme ""''"''""on the lloot with

youl • . Alpha Slgm:a Alph:&
Good IU<k I41E Mth Bed RJc.'C::i! We wi<h
wo:- ~"'Uk.. be thcrt:l • , the 'l'>ters of AI.A

Tori,

you dod grf:!llt "'

Homccominjl' We
leNt' you! • . your sl!oters
G<XX.IIU<·k n<'W mcn•l-.e,-. :.ttlnoroattOn Sat·
urdayl We hJYt: you all! • In Al:A, your

~bt~fb

Am·~. good

lud< With VIking l).ty.l.SniT)'
we lud to mi"' It! • . AtA
Chrl'lllno:-, COOilf'IIUUIIOn.• o n Y<lUr LIV~·
lien: Love, your

''·"t'l'li In Al\0

Thank.~ t<l Qlll

Am C!XIches lor a j!IC:II
co:ccho:-5 p:uty. • , the bi~rs or AMl
Aim«, CX10ji~JtuLulon.1 no ~~~ I418
&Wo:ethe:trt. Lo~ fll\lf .s.htc:ll in Alph:l
Oell:l Pi

NOTICES
Attention: Molhc:r.s :md
Help!

Othc.'rs-·~-.1

SS00/ $6000 PIT •

lnfo./Booldet.

1'/T Free

Calll~28}-8402

eoa.~ abonJoo1 Call J..Jfc.BouM:.

7S3-0700
Ads Club meeung ~~ scheduled
fot <XI: 20 at 4:15p.m. in Wilson liS.

11oe

Ot'ld

STEEL BLIIWINGS SALE - 5,000+ bites.
.-l{h60x14 , $8,335; 50x75xl4, $10,667,
~xl00x l6, $14,333, 6ox100xl6, $16.293.
Mllll-'-1<>1':11(" builchn~. 40x!SO,

36

UntL~,

SIR,I75. 'Free brochures. www..entoncl·
bu!ldJngs.l.'Om Sentinel Bullchngl>. llO()..
327-0790, =:enslon 79
RI'.!>IDENT ::iTORAGE BUILDING PLANS 3 different IOQf ~1)11~. Bonu.o;eo.: tree
howe plan, and 43 kleaslt'UIICepl'i .1bout
CDI!l,

money, etc. M.ill $24.95 check,

money order to: Plans, P.O . Box 9'il ,
Hmdcr.;on, KY 42419.

W:IY..._,..JII:l, Girl's Jb~· T~jjll:.utilliio •CASH• • I~ SS for ~rc:d set·
2nd in Alab:u..w • AAf1
'dc!tl1i:n '!~:and ddenect ln.<W:lnal' U:lln1s.
'
J,G. Wt!nl'WOflh lllll-231-'i37'i.

AMl would like to thank their I~
~for a grc:u lied Ra~'c:ll

Nicki, }'OU n1:UJe IIUdt -a ~ Eliz;lhcth
Collc:gc: princa•. C".ongr:arubtloMl • ,
your s~ in AMl
Thank> Eliuhdh :tnd her l"'CClmitta: for ll
gte11 horne:<~ • )'<1UHbten> in A rA
Thanks I ha S
h '
II
Ap
J8l11a p c's ,or " your
h3ni "ork on the flo:lt. We had 3 bb.'>l! •
the ~rs ot Ar.6.
Th;U~k~

Sij! fp ~"O:I('hCS for a fun "P:lj:lma
P;uty" • the >iste111 o( Ar.6.
l.amlxb Chc t'Oachet-o11oaniuo lor :m :.wesome co:aches JXIltY• Wr: had a bl:t.'t at

busd • the lli'fc:r~ of Af6
l.;lmbda Chi'~-Th:cnk~ for u gre:.ll m1 ~<'t1
• the , l'olrl!l of Af6
I

Conjlratu " 110"" R.tlney on )'ltllr cn!(oljle'
mc:ntl • yoor ~lst.:111 tn Ar6
Ct'lngr~culallon.,

Andn:a <•II }'UIJr htv.tlktc:l
• , Ar<l
And!t:a H;~rvcy, mnw:olulauon~ on your
l~vallen:. Love, y<:our ktd Stt'ph.moe

Happy Belated Bl.rthday to uura
Mc.Kauk: and Jc:nnlfao Jona! • •Jullc
G<XJ<l luc_k lbu:111 ag;unM Middle Ten~ on Satu~y!

BIIJ. PROBLEMs.? . ~ C."JJt. 1021

9;lm-9j>m 7 days.. Debt como!Jduion
IOW\S/ptOgr:llm :I.Vllbhle. B:ld cn:dil OK.
No od\':10Ce fees! F= oonsu1t:u10n. .Nonprofit. Lowo:-r ~}'I!IC.'IW>. Amt.'llDebt.
WHEN 11-11! BANK S.~ YS "NO" • Call us,
Con...alld:ue d<:bt, 100% & 12'i'lt loan•,
puteh:L'ie and ref'm:lliCe, l.lJnle.J dov.n
d"""'~l.iule«no••nn..,, bu"'for:tll
--.--,
c.=.lit. Midw<"'t N2tion:ll MOilj!:l!IC: Bane,
Inc. 0.11 toll frc:e, ~~. HUD Uc
•72.11-~. HUD Lie. •IJ501-000C».
REFINANCE FA!>11 • Over-dle phone!
N~'<.'d Ne<:ond ch:tna:? Ciedit problem~
oonkruptcy, fOn!Cio..u~K! Scutinl!
ur~<lc:r

1% • APR 8.973. Platinum C:lprtal,
N3uonwode lc:nder. ~99-U:ND.
www.plaUnumcapt~l.com
HOMEOWNI!K..'>l - Debt consoUda11un!
Bonow $25,()()().$100,000. Too nuny bUbl
Hom<:
lmpi'QIIell11:tlt~ .
Apply by
phone/24 ·h<lur nppto\131. No equity
rcqui,..,O. ?l:uinum Capt13.1: 800-'i23·
~31>3/opt'n 7 <b)'ll.: www.pl.aUnumcap~

ul.n>m

NO I)()WNPAYM£NT? Prohlern credot!
Own th~ home you need now, wtthout 3
hog oownpaym<.'llt. Complete financing it
quahfoi:d. ~ Home Alliaoo: 8()0.
343-l884.

ron

SALE

~'OU'I' TANNING llflll>; • TDn at home.
Buy dJsea and ¥3vd Q)f'runcrcW/home
unll.t fn'>lll $199. low monthly ~yrnent:;.

Free color aulo!l Call todJy AOO-a42·
1310
Te~W.> ln.,IIUI11C'nt h.lnd-hdd cakubll'or.
n-a1• $-l()_Cllll 762.29')1i.
COOKWARE· Cook w1th no oil or water'
Heavy surgical at:linle"' wocl. WJrl'ric::lo.'
type! 17·piece S<:'ll7·ply con.,tNctiOn! Oln·
no:-r p;uty price $1499. now $3951 SAO
bonu.'' 800-13'146211
NF.EI.> A COMPlfll!R? • PIISt .:redil problems now retellved (or 3t lc:1.'1 11 year? We
am help! Deskul~nd l.llptupJ . 24 l1<our

THE lAW ARM· Of S1u3n. Slum & Broz
L~ lookong for 3 n=a:nc bw l!Chool gr:adwte
who b ~ in ()Ur.'lin1111 f\IIUrl" With
a mn:dl bw finn in Bo9.1lng Green, )(en.
nK'ky. II you are ~ plea.'IC l!end
your resume to: 607 !!:1st Tenth Street.
Bowllll8 Grem, 42101.
DRIVER COVENANT TRANSPORT •
SUXXl ~ign-m l>enus for Exp C<>mJY.Iny
.Jrivers flXl-441-4394, <W>ru:r opc:r:~tors, all
88fi.667·J729. Bud Meyer Truck Unel
Rdrigo:-r:m:d Hauling, all toll free ti77·2K3-

6393. Solo dnvers & oontna015.
DRIVI!RS • 0/0, CDUA with hazmat Reg.
oppclltUnitle. w.thin our hirioM areal G~.u
txcy, benc:fir.; p;ick:tg~: und hnc11l' tlmc. Call
tl'Xby. Arnold Tmnspona110n. ll00-M64~21.

()RIVERS - Tcwro 8r Sob. 3 rnontho. +
...'hoc~ min . Exp.• drop & hook no tnuch 1!:uty SpedaLil P:ltwna Oryt Room wrth
K4dlen $129! lnctudo 7 Ftt:c: P..uties! lhy·
frl:lgh~ ~ ronv.. Prri!llnl~rs. excel·
lent pay and mllcl. inrn:dohle bendlllo 8r 10112 $149! New Hot.-.pot-South &Kh
m~ell. miles, nu1c:s. Cd:ldon Truckin$1. aoo.
$129! Cocoa &~ell $149! ~ghn::lktt:lv·
t'l.com 1~78-63116
77!)A;770.
FREE 11tuCK DRIVER TRAINING ·With SPRING BREAK-PIAN NOW! C.nCun,
11<> ttllllr:l<.'10 Of payback.~ We have~ }:un:uca, M:cz.atlln, & S P'.ldte. ll:uly l>ird
willmK to p.cy for your training. Call 8JO. .avinll!l until Ott. J ht. Am~-rlca 's bc:.t
llffl-.nl4
pricell & JX!Ck:lf~Cl~. C:lmpw; !lalet rc:ps
~ free
lrips t
cash
DRIVERS, OTR - No New York City, No wantc:d.
1 , 800
SURFS . UP .
Nnrthet-c ('.an:tda, No loudins or uol~
tng. Min 23 year with 1 yc:cr OTR rot www.""-ldenta~.com
w/ Humat I>:AsdOJII Tntck Linea ~ SPRINGRREAK CanCun, Florida, e.:. ae..t
()o!()'j,
Hotel•, P:lrtlco., Prla:l. Book !!arty und
&111<:!! !!3m .'doney + free T~ Canlpu.•
TRliCK DRM'R'i NI!EDI!D • 160 H>& opm RL-pot/Oij;Uliz:ltions Wanted. Jn~c:r.c.uDpus
rw:>w, No ~~- COL tr.llnong ~v:1tbl>le If ~ I-3Xl-3Z7-«<J.3. www.icptrom

DRTVI'RS AND OWNER-OPERATORS •
np(>nwals. H00~14· 1Sll6
N«'lled woth fbtbt:d experi<-nt-c to run the
20/20 'l);llliOtrr G~ll.'it • Sak, rapid, Soutlt.i.'t. Home weekend-<, tetmtnai!XIy,
qwUfocd F.am ~ or II'ICIR!. Home
nonoflllfg)<<oli, pemunt:nc re:«or:otKlfl 6-8
F,:t1 ht_'fldit p::ock:llll=. C:lll Wdbom TroUJ:~oo
most v.Tckcnds. CJ.II, ~-4268.
weeks. Altlu'le! pikJc Uevt:l•l(lal Doctor
:~ppruvcd

tnform:~ti<ll'l

hy null: 11()1.).
4ll-7Jl0, exL ll 3. <k)6.J,l61-5_570, I'AX
4Q6.961 ·'S517-.., http;,I/\\_'WW,tt.S.ionf~·
dom:l:om S:itlit;idldn gwr:anl«tl.
Free

NO PATCH~. NO GUM, 1110 OReGS POW<:'fful vidc:o-ha>c:d Jlrolll'llln for llt':l.!·
log nicotine addiction 111 home Cocnplete
kit
only
$84.95
+
llhlppin11.
~.-ww.atopsmoldllJI.l'OO'I or 888-7(JR.SM7

HELP WANTED
WANTED 98 Pll.'oplc \ll'e'D JXIY you to
lok- up to 29 plu' Pnuncbl CaU 800·3~·

7039
AVON PROOt;crs - ~ yqur own butoi·
ness. Work Ocxil>le houm Enjoy unl!m•t·
ed t"JITUOII!f. Uill toll fm: HRII-~1 ·2866
Ill! YOUR OWN BOSS • St'l yuur own
worlung hours. {1et paid what yuu·n:
worth . If you likt' p«>ple ~nd nre !!Uit':l
onented, l:lkc a look ,, If thi$. We oflc:r:
u:ou'lonjl, benefits, no cold (all\, hiKh ~:om

ml,~km., Coli Bob Taylor, 6Q6..l<J9-7656,
Monda)' thru Prid:1y fl'>r pc:rsonal Inter·

view,

DRNf.RS. OTR • Make a nxwe In the righr
dlrecti<xl! Orybnx or l·tlll'<-.1 Home ~
WelLicctl<L'\1 Top fli'Y· 90% no-tou<.:h, Y<".u'•
rounJ ndo:r.., a.."•W\Cd tr:l<."tOIS, 40 IK penQon, full ben<fu. OJl(lrnl. do:nUI. ~P'
uon c:ud. Why wall.' 9»-93R-247~Gc:orge.
7 do&y5 a week. Cltdln:il Frcf8hl C:unc:r.~.
CDL·A wtth HuMJl ~liN. EOE.

port !!00-828-6452 ea. SC02

OR!\~' No""~

61(>.~5.

00"1

I>IA81!11C Al£R'I1 - Moet iiWr:moe now

cnn\'er.; toling JAJpplieS. ~ JWI'·

anttcd. free ..hipping and p;c:scnption
cwd Amcric:ln Di:lbc:ces A:l,o<ld:ltion M<:'tnber, Toul Medical Supply. ~.H>S47,

6.

Bad~Jc

9. Dai~y

16. Swahili
17. Rearm
19. Bahla
21 . Ut3h

7. 1'um ~he tables

road, w.ilitio, ~JIOtli ~

nulo:- (101.--Judes .03¢ honusl Fru:UNJ~.llll.~.
E>.cdlenr benc:fiL,, Owner opc:r.~Un-.81• ~
mole: Clndudt::. .Oif bonus) ~ IUd t;l'l(c:l MOBIIJ! HOM! LOANS - 'm do'Nn, Refi..
& ttJIJ."' ln...ur:cnc:c:s av:ul:tble. EPE:> Tran&- rumdogtEqurl)' l.oal1.' F""' ....Jil'r.l kL
('Oit, 800-948-(>766.
Unci nr Home loan., Rqx> :uid :t.'lliUm:lhle
IIXIn.• G!t'<:'n Tl't'<.' Flruncia.l, 8()0.221-82(loi
ARE YOU A l'K WILDCAT fAN & LOVE 01'
1!()().';<;4-8'717.
AD SALI'S? • Olec:k tlu:. c:creer opponunity
out' If y<IU hke sports, sales and m:uketJn11,
knuw how to write sale. JliOPO<>ab and
muke form:ll present:ulons, we tu~ ~
p<1<iitlon.~ that l'OOid m:tko:- you P·U·R·R-R
wttll dt>li!lllt. Apply uxJ;ry for '11w C:1111' Sptin!lllrt:ak Travd w:111 I of 6 snull hu.'ilIn tile US tet:ognil.Cd by Better
P:lu.o;e Sales & Marketing M~nager OJX'n~ &...ed out of lexin!tfan, tlt'" full lime
Hu.•lnestl BUI'elu.• for CU~>~;tndJnA ethio. in
poroioon is perf«t for ttw: college ~port.' the nurkt:tpb:d Joprtngbn:oklr.lvel com I·
enthu.'~" who h:ls .s:lle:\ and m:uiu:ti"H ~7fi.63A6
experience. A ck'jVC:e V. helpf\ol, and rnnll2
E.>rty Sprin!llln:ak Spedtllot ~ Pliny
ll:llt:s ~nd markdlng exp<.'licrn:-e ~n Ddv:tn- Cruio;t'l
6 duYM $2791 lncltJtJe. ~ Me:llsl
~ C..tmpen....uion p;iek:lgr. lwc: pll.b
IXXJlml..,JoN;, bcnc:fiL~. lhe Cal's P.Jwe i'l" Aweoome llC:1<:hcs, NtRhtllfe! Oqxcn.' fmrn
FkoriJ:a!
1991! BRB Aw-.ard Winnerl ~prtns
public;uion d landmark Commumty b=ktravcl.rom
t-8()0.6~386
~pen., Inc.. an Eqtul Opportunity
Empl~. Apply 1<1 wntln& indudc &rly Sped;ll.;l C.nCun 8r j;un:lJca! 1 rugta

TRAVEL

n..._

Most MaJor Brands

•Bralte Service

locured at C!)'libl dear T~"t<C.'e lllOI.Inttin bkt:-i'ldlt to 1!1 hole Rolf course! Be
fu:.t to Bee this speaacubr l:llcevfcw prop-

O!ft)'. Gr:101 openirltt.

•Transmission Service

October 10, ll , & 12.

Excdlcnt fuuncing. a.JI now llX).7o+.

3tS4, ext. wn.

A BEAI.l'Tll'\JI. CANDL.EUGHT • Old..f:~.-.h
inncxl Wt:ddcng Clupci overluoklng nvcr,
Smoley Mounctlrl:<. TN. Hor..e-Or.t'Nn rurn:IIJ'. abln..., ):Ianzi, ord:linCd nunL..cCTN,
oo le:;t.' He:utl:and ~ CVOWS)
hnp-.1/www he:lnbntlwecldlng.rom
GET MARRIED • Smoky MOWll.lin.,, urC:~.•
n\0!11 beauttful chapels, ordainc:d mlnllolt'r.4,
rumple~<:' :urnnJ!eiTit'"t~, honcymoon/fJml·

ly rollins, bre:uht:lklng Viev-1j. Wc:ddln!l
afT:lngements 800-893-7274 Vu~Jtcon
k>d!!ing. 8J0.634.581 4.

eCoolif1g System

Locally Owned
& Operated
507 s. 12th

(next to Log Cabin
Restaurant)

PANA.'dA CITY BEACH, Pl. • S:cndpipc·rBe:I<."'CC Bc::lch Rcson. from $39 nightly,
$350 monthly C....amc: ~lon.t; :~pply).
l.llzy riwr ride, 850' helchfmru, 3 pool. ( 1
lndnot>, hot . cub, IIUlleS to 10 pcoplo:-.
Seafood feitiv:ll. October 8-10. ~

88211. .........,...:1/ldpperbc::lcon.<nn

Hair Studio
Meeting at 4:30 p.m. on
Thursday Oct. 15
3rd floor Curris Center
Tennessee Rm.

;.. American

GRAl'lO OPENING SALE.! - l..1lkrvicw bar·
jpln S+ :l(l'e;. wilh bait dock $19.9001
&lulifully -..ooded. ~ vjc.,.,'l<,

1!()0.

()RIVERS NOW HIRING' - Home ~et'/
weekmd. ComJXltlY dtil/er. .stm ,31C ;1

1. Tahle·a~kes
2. CabbJJW
3, noe Round 1Uhle

l.o<::ll bank hats ~ppr:lioed. ....ill flll3nl-e 8'1'
ft.x«<, 15 ye:m. Only S150 a mondl! Priced
10 ...0 ·~Oft'~ fiN Come, ftr.;t
lim-ed! Clll OO'N ~1·5~~ t'Xt. 836S

nenc:e nt:\.'tlcd-C0 L lr.linlng pnl\'ided'
E:lm $678 :a ...a:~c. No cmplayment conlr.la! We need K.enlucky lr.llllC'Q 11nd
~ le:lmS or liingle:>

SOLtmONS DOWN

TENNBSSEE lAKE BARGAIN • $17,900
SlllOO down Soct doc-k! Belutifully wnJd.
4:'d lot on 'pt:CI3CUI:u :!0.000 xn: bkc.
P.~vc:d

ATJDmON TRIJO(

14. Tc:ci,ng

Jennifer Crisp,

753-3688

you did a wonderful job with
Homecoming!

Monday .- Friday 8 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

We Love Youl

1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

Walk-ins welcome

Congratufations to
J4.(ison 9£i((
for being voted
1998 Jfomecoming Qpan
Love your sisters,
A OTI

We Specialize in

Od:IJIM-1~

Paperless Office from one page to a million
Banners • Photocopies • Graphic Design

NATIONAl AIDS AWARENESS MONTH

We also provide other valuable services as well.

Check out these options at

•
1301 Chestnut Street
753-7117

Fr

n
the
Age
of
AIDS
------~ ct:ure

Monday, oct. 12
Lovett Auditorium
7

p.m.

Shop Murray'• Pier 1 Thill
Weekend For Their Annual

·--·-·-.........
--··--25"· 75"
OFF

Outside•..
You'll Find All Merchandise
On Our Sideltalks Reduced

~ ~)
,./

'~

~

Inside...
You11 Find Selected Furniture
· And Accessories Reduced

.Up'lb
Univenlty Plaza • Cheetaut 8L • MUI'I'IQ', KY
Opea Moa.·l'ri. M, Sat. N, Baa. 1-1

1-5
Sunday

9-6
Frl~ & $at.

I
I
I
I

I

·Qutslde

lnalrle

Dennison-Hunt's Annual
Tent Sale
•Closeouts •Discontinued Items .Odd Sizes

All Items Way
Below Cost!
1203
Chestnut
Street

-Everything Throughout
The Store! ·
Murray,

SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT $pORT IN YOUR LIFE"

,

.

'

Kentucky
. 753-8844

